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PREFACE

The four essays which constitute the Oakland Papers mark an at-
tempt to inform the ways of the university with a new perception of the
world it serves. This is not to suggest that universities should be fash-
ioned in subservience to social climate. A university must remain loyal
to the ancient and venerable goals of her sister institutions, but if her
foyalty has backbone, she will find herself striving to achieve those goals
in the world she currently occupies. The Oakland Papers suggest that ef-
fective pursuit of the goals of higher education in an age characterized
by radical change may require extensive institutional shifts of emphasis
and technique. The university with the courage to champion the cause of
liberal education will be called upon to alter traditional approaches,
largely because our age is not kind to past achievement. It blithely ig-
nores what "worked" yesterday and thinks nothing of converting today's
innovation into tomorrow's obsolescence. Universities may have to con-
sole themselves with only the spirit of their heritage, while they cast
freely elsewhere for the form and method of their mission.

With well-earned respect to their authors, the Oakland Papers must
also be viewed as the product of a university's self-scrutiny. Oakland
University was fashioned On the threshold of the 1960's, and her planners
men and women sensitive to the forces shaping the world beyond that
thresholdinsisted that one of the new institution's basic responsibili-
ties be a dedication to continuing education. This dedication was to be ex-
pressed as an integral, not an auxiliary, university function. 1 A new uni-
versity is permitted only the briefest of infancies, and if new ideas are
to find lasting expression in her performance, they must be established
early and pursued with great energy.

Under the able direction of Dean Lowell Eklund, a vigorous continu-
ing education program was launched fully a year prior to Oakland's accep-
tance of her first undergraduate students. Dean Eklund's work in turn gen-
erated an innovative concept of alumni education, based on the notion that

1. See Appendix III, p. 75.
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universities across the nation could ultimately cooperate in mounting an

intensive, systematic program to serve alumni learning needs. Kellogg

Foundation sponsorship brought the alumni education concept into being

as an experimental program and has recently expanded it to fuli-fledged

pilot status. As the alumni and continuing education programs pursued

their objectives, certain educational assumptions were brought under

question. Is learning viewed as a life-long process the proper focus of a

university's concern? Could it be that the likenesses far outstripped the

differences between the university's commitment to serve undergraduates

and her commitment to serve adults? Is it the case that education, to be

liberal, must be continuing? In an effort to probe issues such as these

and illuminate the core relationships that ought to be nurtured between

the undergraduate and continuing education functions of the university,

the Alumni Education Department in consultation with representatives of

the Center for the Study of Liberal Education for Adults proposed the

staging of a Continuing University Symposium Series.

The Oakland Papers are edited transcripts of the four keynote ad-

dresses presented during this symposium series. We are indebted to

Margaret Mead, Peter Drucker, Max Lerner, and Rollo May for their

thoughtful investigations of the university and its milieu on behalf of con-

tinuing education. For the many hours of fruitful discussion which unfor-

tunately could not be captured in this publication, we thank our symposi-

um panelists.2 They stimulated a process of inquiry which continues its

impact on the Oakland community. We extend our gratitude to the Kellogg

Foundation for their sponsorship of the series and to the CSLEA for their

publication of the Oakland Papers and for their invaluable assistance

throughout the program. Finally, there is tribute due the Oakland faculty,

students, and guest participants for constituting the kind of mature com-

munity capable of sustaining such productive introspection. It is to this

spirit of self-scrutiny, wherever it exists in the world of higher educa-

tion, that we dedicate this publication.

2. See Appendix I, p. 71.
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INTRODUCTION

by

Gary A. Woditsch

The Oakland Papers were occasioned by a process which began in
February, 1963, with the establishment of an experimental alumni edu-

cation program at Oakland University. 1 The program was sponsored by
the Kellogg Foundation and motivated by Oakland's conviction that it
could establish a new university-alumni relationship with its fledgling

graduates based on continuing educational service rather than periodic
nostalgia. Its thrust was to provide college graduates with systematic
counsel in identifying and meeting their life-long educational needs. The
Department which was to administer the program became a counseling
center and clearing house of information on educational resources avail-
able to alumni. Emphasis was placed on locating resources most acces-
sible to the graduate, with no partiality to his Alma Mater. A multi-
phased action program was tailored to focus on such key concerns as
undergraduate orientation, senior and alumni counseling, university-
graduate-employer liaison, and particularly, on inter-institutional coop-
eration in extending alumni education counseling services. The Depart-
ment then opened its doors to Oakland's Engineering and Business Ad-

ministration charter graduates in April, 1963.

As the program developed a history of service to alumni, it became
apparent that those graduates for whom the motivation to learn had be-

come a permanent commitment made most effective use of the Alumni
Education Department's resources. The Department's concern for in-
creasing the number of graduates who had in fact developed an indepen-
dent motivation for inquiry was seen to mesh with the core concerns of
Oakland's undergraduate program. A group of ten faculty representing a
wide variety of disciplines joined in a process of investigation and ex-
perimentation which continues to this day. The object of the search is

1. See Appendix II, p. 73.
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the development of a pedagogy wl,ich can effectively generate learning
motivation based on rewards intrinsic to the learning process itself.

As the concern for the development of the habitual learner matured
on the Oakland Campus, there emerged the possibility of a much broad-
er and more thoroughgoing application of the principles which gave rise
to Oakland's continuing and alumni education programs. The Continuing
University Symposium Series was inaugurated to explore the problems
confronting a new type of universityone conceived as dedicated to the
development of the continuing learner. Out of the series emerged the
Oakland Papers, and out of these essays arises a persistent image of
the crucial role learning must play in the affairs of contemporary man.

Present educational forms and institutions are products of an age
which understood learning as a partial life function; largely a routine ac-
tivity undertaken by youth in preparation for a mature life of doing. The
accelerated change which confronts today's adult demands a reinterpre-
tation of the learning process and proposes that learning be viewed as a
constant WC function. The approach of the habitual inquirer which impels
him to question, absorb data, formulate, judge, act, evaluate, and ques-
tion again is now the standard pattern for those who wish to remain free
agents in a world of phenomenal change.

The evolution which learning has undergone from partial to constant
utility in life takes on major significance for the educational planner. As
the individual's confrontation by change quickens pace and his learning
needs increase, the mediating function of the teaching institution grows
more cumbersome. There is less time and occasion for the institution to
serve as an interpreter of change, more demand that it shift emphasis
away from communication of pre-structured knowledge toward the expan-
sion and development of the individual's own knowledge-generating abili-
ties. One begins to glimpse a future in which learning in the old sense is
no longer the province of the classroom. The individual learns throughout
life. He learns as he engages the world. He learns how to learn in the
classroom.

These tenets, certainly not new to educational theorists, suggest new
scaffolding for many of the contemporary issues of higher education.
Rather than moribund divisions of the educational concern into fragmented
issues about "teaching adults," there emerges the passibility of a contin-
uum of concern from youth through old age for the development of the ca-
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pacities required by the continuing learner. Educational institutions serv-

ing the various age groups of this span would focus on the development of

competent learners rather than certified graduates. There is reason to
suspect that the two are not always synonymous.

lin an effort to provide at least a partial outline of a university com-

mitted to becoming such a "learning institution"a continuing, or to use

Max Lerner's phrase, open-ended universitythe following propositions

were framed and distributed to participants in the symposium series.

1. The traditional concept of providing a "liberal education" on the
basis of a tairly rigid content curriculum within a 4-year time
span is no longer adequate. The accelerated expansion of both
positive and theoretical knowledge demands that universities ad-
dress their 4-year undergraduate programs directly to the task
of developing learning competencies on the part of their students
which will sustain a liberalizing process beyond graduation.

2. The relatively effective and well-established university tech-
niques of challenging and exercising the student's intellectual
capacity should be matched by a similar competence and con-
cern for challenging the student's attitude toward the learning
process. In the development of a liberal orientation, the ques-
tion of how a student tends to employ and commit his mind is
equally as important as how good a mind he has. Unchallenged
tendencies of mind may be just as educable as unchallenged men-
tal capacity.

3. A university which chooses to maintain a dedication to "liberal
education" in our age must not confine this concern to a certain
segment of the academic spectrum (i.e., some grouping of the
humanities or the liberal arts). Every academic discipline rep-
resented in the institution shares the institutional responsibility
to advance the liberal orientation of the undergraduate.

4. Finally, such an institution must be prepared to extend its con-
cern for its students beyond graduation. It must remain'a vital
educational resource in their lives and in the life of the adult
community, and seek meaningful vehicles of service through
which it can effectively express this commitment.

An accompanying statement read:

The uniqueness of such an institution would lie in plachag a premium
on the student's personal, critical evaluation of the meaning and val-
ue of learning, and in applying educational methods designed precise-
ly to achieve such an evaluation.
During its undergraduate program, such an institution would concen-
trate on the objective of achieving a liberally oriented student, fully
equipped with subject content as are students from the traditional
schools, but specially equipped with the conviction that learning, if
liberal, continues, and that their university is geared to assist, coun-
sel, and direct them in the process. During the postgraduate years,
such a university would not attempt to be the major source of educa-
tional experience for its graduates, but would seek to relate them to
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the best, conveniently located, educational resources available to
suit their specific needs. Hopefully such a university would itself
grow immeasurably as a source of liberal dialogue and become a
vital focus for the on-goilig intellectual life of its adult community.

Whatever else may be said of our hypothetical university, its con-
tinuing education role is no afterthought, but rather a seamless exten-
sion of its prima.ry objective: development of the continuing learner.

In the following essays, Peter Drucker speaks incisively of the
learning patterns demanded by a highly technical society. Max Lerner
illuminates the profound, global crises man faces as a builder of society,
and the learning competencies his tasks will require. Rollo May pro-
vides an exploration of man's drive for an expanding consciousness, and
the needs this process generates which current educational practices do
not meet. Margaret Mead addresses the crucial institutional problem of
conversion: how does one fashion an educational institution suitable to
our age when one must invariably begin in the middle of old commitments
and dispositions?

The Oakland Papers contain no blueprint of tomorrow's continuing
university. But if the reader finds as he proceeds through them that their
exploration of our age and its educational posture causes him to sketch
on his own, he will have captured the spirit of our symposia participants.
It may be hoped that his own sketch will be more like than unlike our own.
Whatever the case, the. Oakland Papers levy two imperatives on the edu-
cational designer who seeks to address the needs of our age. The first is
a cautionno easy extensions or multiplications of old educational prac-
tices will suffice. The second is a promisethe designer who succeeds
will see in his accomplishment no mere manipulation of old influences,
but a breakthrough to the awareness and development of totally new hu-
man competencies and alternatives.
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THE UNIVERSITY IN AN EDUCATED SOCIETY

by

Peter F. Drucker

Drucker begins his analysis by drawing a picture of to-
day's college student as he will be at thirty-five. He will be
a member of the first privileged majority in history. He will
work with and through knowledge rather than with his ha^ets,
or even with people. He will work in a fairly large organiza-
tion where his work will be highly specialized and from which
family, home, and other social life will be barred. It is quite
unlikely that he will apply to his job a dozen years from now
the matter be is learning in college today.

Druckei sees the new educated society as a society with
many new commitments by university and individual to con-
tinuing education, commitments to the application of knowl-
edge, and commitments to the development of the whole hu-
man being, to a personal life as well as work. With such ends
in view, we educators will need new approaches. We will need
to learn, first, how to communicate intelligibly about highly
specialized subjects so as to make ourselves understood. Sec-
ond, we must reconsider the opposition of specialist and gen-
eralistat best it is a meaningless construct, and may even
be obscurantist. Third, since there will be no terminal edu-
cation, we must reconsider when to teach what. Finally we
must create the ability and motivation to keep on learning
to place emphasis in our educational approach to the continu-
ing excitement of coming to grips with what is unknown, rather
than a commonplace acceptance of what is already known.

* * *

Peter F. Drucker is an educator and management con-
sultant, who is recognized as a leading analyst of the socio-
economic forces of our age. Probably most widely known as
an author, he has written many works. These include THE
END OF ECONOMIC MAN, ME FUTURE OF INDUSTRIAL
MAN, CONCEPT OF THE CORPORATION, THE NEW SOCI-
ETY, PRACTICE OF MANAGEMENT, AMERICA'S NEXT
TWENTY YEARS, IANDMARKS OF TOMORROW, POWERS
AND DEMOCRACY IN AMERICA, and most recently, MAN-
AGING FOR RESULTS.
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THE UNIVERSITY IN AN EDUCATED SOCIETY

The last election still echoed and re-echoed the battle cries of the
"Welfare State." But the United States is rapidly becoming something

quite different: an "Education State." We as a country already spend al-

most as much on schooling as on defenseand will within a few years

spend more, even if defense spending continues to rise. Shortly, by the

early seventies, one out of three Americans alive will be in school,

most of them full-time. Education has clearly emerged as the central
resource of a modern society, but also as its biggest investment. In fact

what keeps the "undeveloped" countries "undeveloped" is very largely

that they cannot spare the tremendous expenditure needed to become ed-

ucated societies. And in the two countries which so far have managed 1..,

develop themselves rapidlyJapan in the second half of the nineteenth

century and Russia in the first half of this centurythe transformation
of a largely pre-literate into a highly educated society in a few short
decades has been the real secret of their success.

What is the role of the university in the "Educated Society"?

To answer this question I propose to focus on the educational needs
today's undergraduate man student will have when, in a few years, he is
no longer an undergraduate or student but a man of thirty-five. At age
thirty-five the American male is at the mid-point of his normal life
spanbarring such major catastrophes as a nuclear war. He has been

out of college roughly as many years as he spent in formal schooling be-
fore he got his bachelor's degree. He is at the beginning of his most pro-
ductive period. In terms of his working life he is still "young." Of the

four decades or more which are the full working life of an American
male todayfrom his early twenties to his mid-sixtiesonly the first
fourth has passed. But this thirty-five-year-old is no longer a young
man. He is no longer pure promise. He has reached the age of perform-

ance. He is normally well-started toward raising his family. In his own
work he has usually found his niche and his career pattern. In fact he

normally has also found his rangeif he does not know how far he is
likely to go, his colleagues and his superiors have a pretty good idea

(and so, normally, has that sharp-eyed observer, his wife).

In other words by the time the college graduate has reached thirty-
five, he himself should be in a position to appraise what education he has
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received, what it does for him, and what he needs. And he should, by that

age, have put to work whatever he may have learned in school and in col-

lege. Of course every single one of these college graduates is an individ-

ual, a person. It makes no sense therefore to talk of "averages." Educa-

tion, like all true experiences, is individual, personal. And both the needs

of the individual and the meaning of his educational experience will and

should vary from person to person.

A New Kind of Privileged Group

Yet there are some meaningful general things to be said about this

American thirty-five-year-old man who has received a college educa-

tion. He belongs to the first privileged majority in history. The first

group that is affluent, that has abundance of opportunity and choice and

at the same time represents not a tiny minority in an ocean of uneducat-

ed, underprivileged, poor people, a group that is not confined to a few,

mostly hereditary and menial, occupations, but that in great measure

constitutes the nation itself. Of course this sithation is true only within

our national boundaries or perhaps within that one-third of the world's

population which lives in industrially developed countries and is, with

the exception of the Japanese, all whites. With respect to the great mass

of humanity, our affluent and educated majority is still as it always has

been, a small privileged minority, set apart in the most dangerous fash-

ion, mainly by their skin color. As with every member of any privileged

group, the American college graduate has therefore true responsibilities,

and so has the university which bestows on him the privilege that goes

in our world with high education. That the privilegen group is a majority

actually makes the responsibility greater and more stringent.

The great majority of these thirty-five-year-old men with college

degrees will work with and through knowledge rather than with their

hands. They will put to work concepts rather than skills, analysis rath-

er than imagination. Their contact with the world and with work will be

largely through verbal symbols of one kind or another, whether these

symbols be words or figures. They will use, therefore, only a very small

part of the range of experience available to manand all of it will be ex-

perience at one remove from the concrete reality and from the direct

concern with and work on the concrete, tangible, immediate world of

things and sense impressions.



The great majority of these men will work as employees in fairly

large organizations: a government office or the modern school and uni-

versity, a business or a labor union, a research lab or one of the armed

services. They will, of necessity, be highly specialized in their own

work. For it is the very purpose of the large organization to create the

capacity for extraordinary results by bringing together in one joint ef-

fort people capable of superior attainment because they specialize in

one small area. Yet whether a specialist is productive or not will de-

pend in almost all cases on the capacity of other people to use his out-

put in their work. By itselfwhich, of course, is the nature of speciali-

zationall the specialist can produce is a useless fragment. Only in and

through the work of others can it become a productive whole and produce

results. Others therefore must be able to use whatever it is the individ-

ual in the organization turns out. Particularly pertinent is that the

"product" of this individual specialist is unlikely to be a piece of stall;

it is in one form or another conceptual and theoretical. It is a piece, a

fragmented piece, of information, which only by being put together with

other similar pieces becomes knowledge. No matter how successful the

individual will be, he will still remain within an organizaticnthat is,

within a necessarily hierarchical institutit:n in which even the man at

the top is not his own boss but the captive of the organization (and the

man at the top is perhaps even less independent than the man some

place further down who has to worry about only himself and his own

work).

At the same time, the organization to which the individual belongs

today is a partial organization, and by no means a true society. Above

all, the family and the home are outside. For the first time in history

a great majority of people live in a sharp cleavage between family and

work. The family is neither part of the work team nor related to the

work. The home is a place to go to after work rather than, as in farm

or workshop, part and parcel of the working environment. In fact, the

work in the modern organization is meaningless and inaccessible to the

members of the family. Life in and with the family, therefore, becomes

something separate and apart from work and livelihood. Education has,

then, to provide the foundation for that part of life that is outside of

work and organization as well as for the job itself.

The greatest change in a man's work life today, however, is that
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the man of thirty-five is most unlikely to apply to his job what he learned

specifically only a dozen years ago. In all likelihood he has had to re-

learn quite a few things since then and has had to un-learn quite a few

things he learned in school. It used to be gospel truth that what one had

learned as a young man sufficed for the rest of one's lifewhether one
worked as a farmer, as a craftsman, or as a professional. There were

differences in the length of apprenticeship and in the structure of the ap-
prentice training. But once the apprenticeship was over, one had learned

enough. ln fact historically we have always made a sharp distinction be-

tween the world of learning and the world of work. When working began,

learning stopped.

Today, regardless of one's work, learning has not stopped with the

end of schooling. Learning then begins in many ways. And it is not just

application of what one has learned that one has to acquire. It is in-

creasingly new thingsnew concepts, new skills, new tools, new knowl-

edge, and so on. Nor is the learning process over by the time a man

reaches thirty-five. On the contrary: the more effective and successful

he is in his work, the more new and different things will he have to

learn, the more often will his job, his work, indeed in many cases his

sphere and scope of action change. This change in the range and scope

of new kinds of learning is perhaps the most novel condition of man to-

dayand perhaps, too, is the one truly distinct property of the "Educated

Society."

I have not said anything new or startlingI did not intend to. But the

implications of these fairly trite observations are startling indeedfor
the university as well as for the educated man, who is the university's

product.

A Need for Some New Commitments and
Some New Approaches

First the "Educated Society" is going to demand new commitments

from both man and university. It will ask a commitment to continuing

education on the part of the university and of its graduates. And it will

have to become standard practice for the highly educated to return again

and again to school to learn. Furthermore, a different and much more

demanding responsibility will be required from both educator and edu-

cated. Responsibility to and for knowledge was sufficient in the past. In
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an "Educated Society" there is need for responsibility for the applica-
tion of knowledge. In the past the men of knowledge were a small mi-
nority, and power was not in their hands. "The pen is mightier than the

sword" is a sentiment that might be called the opiate of the intellectual
for there was usually very little truth to it. But today knowledge is a

central resource. And the basic decisions are increasingly being made

on and through knowledge. The university, therefore, comes into an en-
tirely different position. It holds today central social power. Hence it

must assume responsibility beyond, way beyond, the traditional "free-
dom to know." It must assume the sell-discipline without which its pow-

er would be unbearable. It must assume responsibility not only for
standards of scholarship but for standards of humility. It must assume
responsibility for the usefulness of its work. And it must assume re-
sponsibility for the application of knowledge.

The educated man, for his part, must assume like responsibilities.
And precisely because his is a position of privilege, the temptations
and dangers of intellectual arrogance are doubly great and doubly per-

ilous.

There is need, too, for a new commitment to the education of the

whole human being. In his work the individual uses only a small portion
of his total capacitythat small portion which is his reasoning mind or

that even smaller part, his analytical faculty. But reason and analysis
by themselves make for" a lean life. In addition the educated man has to
be prepared for the demands of his personal life which, increasingly,
are separate from and outside his work.

There is a horrible example in history of what might easily be the
fate of the "Educated Society" unless the university commits itself to
educating the whole man. That example is the destruction of one of the

world's greatest and most creative civilizationsthe China of the T'ang

and Sung periodsby the imposition of a purely verbal, purely intellec-
tual, purely reasoning education on man in society: the Confucian canon.

Within a century this commitment to the purely intellectual in man de-
stroyed what had been the world's leader in art as well as in science,
in technology as well as in philosophy. We in the Western world are to-
day in a similar dangerfor we too tend, under the impact of the tri-
umphs of organization and of the analytical mind, to downgrade every-

thing that is experience, everything that is performance, everything
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that is direct, immediate, and above all not verbal.

There is a particular need to give direct experience of perform-
ance to people who spend most of their formative years in learning.
For in school there is no performance; there is only promise. We will
have to build into the process of formal education direct performing
experience in the arts as well as in technologynot just "art apprecia-
tion," or "history of music," or "engineering science." We must never
forget that the great evolutionary mark of man is not his brain. It is his
hand; the brain evolved in response to the demands and capacities of
that totally unique human gift, the hand. We must not allow ourselves to
let that 80 per cent of man that is not verbal intelligence but capacity to
do, capacity to create, capacity to sense wither away out of sheer intel-
lectual arrogance. Our society could not survive this kind of deformity,
nor could the individual.

A second demand the "Educated Society" needs to make upon itself
is a demand for new approaches to the content and aims of formal edu-
cation. We as members of such a society and teachers or administra-
tors in it will have to learn to build into every subject taught and espe-
cially into the highly advanced scientific and specialized subjects, com-
mitment to communicate intelligibly to the "layman."

Almost everybody in this society of ours is a specialist of some
sort, be he biochemist or cost accountant. Almost everybody therefore
speaks his own language and uses his own jargon. But no one in this so-
ciety, least of all the great majority who work in large organizations,
is productive in and within his own specialty alone. Everyone depends
on somebody else, who necessarily is a "layman" in all areas except
his own specialty, to make his output truly effective, to convert his in-
formation into knowledge, to turn his efforts into results. Everyone,
therefore, is dependent on being understood by a great many "laymen"
who themselves are specialists in their own areas.

There is a good deal of emphasis today on teaching "communica-
tion skills." It is not a term I would ever use. For it implies that com-
munication is something separate and distinct from one's work. The
important thing to get across, however, today is that it is the job of the

man of knowledge to make himself understoodotherwise he does not
produce "knowledge," but at best "information." Our present tendency
to separate "communications" from the work itself simply makes under-
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standing impossible. It is barbarous. For civilized people, especially

civilized people of high knowledge, have always taken responsibility for

making their work understood. To do otherwise is treason to one's own

discipline and to one's own knowledge; for it renders one's own disci-

pline sterile, takes it out of the universe of knowledge, and condemns

it, so to speak, to eternal imprisonment. It is a prescription for being

ineffectual.

What we need is not "communication skills" but a commitment in

every discipline, in every course, in every subject matter and knowl-

edge area to taking responsibility for making ourselves uneerstood. It

is impossible for the "layman" to learn the jargon of the specialist, for

everyone is a specialist hi;nself and has his own jargon so that there

are innumerable special languages about which no one, not even the most

gifted linguist, could learn in a lifetime. What is needed is for the man

who speaks a special languagethat is, every educated man todayto

work on getting across to others what they need to know to be able to

use his knowledge output. Such a goal has to be built into the curriculum

itself and, especially, into the way every subject is taught.

The old problem of specialist and generalist requires new thinking

and new approaches. Everyone will work increasingly as a specialist.

But everyone will have to work on making his specialty capable of be-

ing used by others. College curricula will, therefore, of necessity be

more specialized in many ways. But they must be able to teach tomor-

row's specialist how to relate his own specialty to the universe of

knowledge. Otherwise the specialist will never succeed in making him-

self understood, and perhaps even more importantly, will not be able to

keep on learning. Each specialty typically progresses by acquiring

knowledge produced in another specialty and projecting on its own sub-

ject matter. Only rarely is progress in one area fueled from within.

The biologist breaks through to a new dimension of understanding by

applying what physicists, chemists, and statisticians have learned. Sim-

ilarly the economist acquires new knowledge and power by going to

school with the mathematician, the psychologist, and the anthropologist,

and so on. Knowledge is truly one; and the specialties, no matter how

powerfully established as academic departments, are nothing but tem-

porary scaffolding, obscuring the full structure of knowledge while they

help us to get to one part and to go to work on it and through it on



knowledge as a whole. Unless one understands the interrelatedness and

interdependence of specialties and the essential oneness of all knowl-

edge, he cannot progress in a discipline. One cannot, above all, learn
what will be needed tomorrow.

In other words the distinction between "specialization" and "general
education" will increasingly have to be regarded as meaningless, if not

as obscurantist as far as subject matter is concerned. One can, bluntly,
only teach something, and that means one can only teach a small area
one can only teach "specialties." What matters is how one teaches. And
increasingly educators should so teach the pure specialty as to give it
a place and meaning in the universe of knowledge that will show its re-
lationship and its ties to other areas of human experience and knowledge
and its contribution to them and from them. A subject by itself is neither
"liberal" nor "vocational"in fact all subjects worth teaching or learn-
ing are both. The way a subject is presented, the way it is taught and
learned decides whether there will be an increase in the human capacity
to do and to learn or ossification of human capacitywhether, in other
words, the result will be "knowledge" or "information."

A closely connected problem is the growing need to think through
when to teach what. With "continuing education" becoming the norm, es-
pecially for the already highly educated man, the idea that any one school

is "terminal" will fade. In fact the one "terminal" school we will still
have around is high school. College should more and more be regarded
as the first four years of a learning process rather than as the last four
years. For the college-educated man should be expected to come back
againand he himself should expect to come back again and again.

There is, therefore, no need to try to cram into college or any other
four years everything a person needs to learn in the course of his life.
Rather, teachers and administrators should look upon what is taught with

the question: When is it most easily learned and most usefully learned?

The concept of non-termthal education is particularly important in

all the areas where there is any attempt to teach a practice: medicine

and the law, business or engineering. In these areas a great many of the
most important things cannot really be learned except against a back-
ground of experience. Attempts to bring these things to young men with-

out practice experience may have been justified when there was the as-
sumption that the college and university years were the "terminal"
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schooling of the future physician and lawyer, businessman, and engineer.

And even though a great deal of ingenuity has been expended in providing

a kind of substitute experience (e.g., through the case system especially

in the business school and, much more successfully, through the clinical

teaching of the medical school), the results are not too impressive. But

now there is an alternative: these areasfor instance, in my own field,

the attempt to teach business policy or managementcan now be taught

when the students have had enough experience to make these subjects

meaningful to them; that is, when, on the one hand, they have enough ex-

perience to reflect upon, and, on the other, have found the need to in-

quire into the foundation of their work and discipline: when, in fact, their

work requires conceptual thinking of a high order of abstraction.

Continuing or non-terminal education, by the way, is the only safe-

guard our society has against extending the years of formal schooling

ad infinitum. Precisely because school, at its very best, can only test

promise but cannot actually (except in the arts) give the experience of

performance, one cannot mature in school. My school is, by necessity,

a preserver of adolescence. And it is dangerous and damaging to extend

adolescence too long. Educators will have to work hard to make it pos-

sible for people to start work and experience as early as possible rath-

er than to keep them in school longer and longerespecially as, increas-

ingly, there is need for them to come back anyhow five or six years later

and then again five or six years laterto continue their education, if

indeed they do not keep on studying while they work, in the evening and

after hours.

The Development of a Taste for Continuing Education

Finally there is a tremendous need to build into the entire teaching

and learning process, and especially into college, the ability and moti-

vation to keep on learning. The most important thing any student can ac-

quire in college today is not this or that knowledge or this or that skill.

It is to learn how to learnand a desire to keep on learning.

First of all, then, colleges and universities have an obligation to

teach the discipline of learning: the rigor and method of analysis to

bring out the need for new and different knowledge, the ability to &fine

the knowledge needed, and the capacity to acquire new knowledge fast.

These things can be learned. Every good journalist, for instance, has
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learned them usually quite unsystematically of course. But they are
not being taught today. And they cannot be taught if the emphasis is on

learning what is already known rather than on finding out what one
does not know and needs to know.

Teaching the process of learning means paying attention to creat-
ing motivation. We educators have to convey to the student the thrill
and excitement of ignorance rather than the complacency of what is al-

ready known. We have to teach how one organizes ignoranceif only be-

cause there is always so much more of it around than there is of knowl-

edge. We have to give that thrill which unfortunately so very few students

ever experience, the thrill of finding something, of thinking through

something, of truly learning something.

I do not pretend to know how to do many of the things that need to

be done. But I do know that the old answer to themthe good teacher

is not sufficient. There is a need for so many teachers that schools can-
not depend upon the "natural." Universities must make it possible for
the ordinary, competent man to do the job, and to do it with a fair de-

gree of success. And although there will be problems to face, I believe
that we who teach and we who learn can look forward to very great suc-
cess indeed. We now have what generations of teachers and students
have been hoping for and working for: a society in which everyone has

an opportunity to become educated, and in which everyone has an oppor-
tunity to make knowledge productive in his life and work. And the foun-

dation on which we will have to build everything else is the new role and
function of education: not just as "preparation" but as a "continuing ed-

ucation" which is part of life, part of work, and part of performance for

every educated man, every college or university graduate.
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THE UNIVERSITY IN AN AGE OF

REVOLUTIONS

by

Max Lerner

Lerner believes that future historians may describe our

times as the age of accelerated change, or the age of revolu-

tions that shake the foundations. This paper discusses some

of these revolutions to which education must make a response.

First, there is technology and the revolution of pooled sover-

eignty which, among other things, has outmoded old concepts

of national power. Former notions of a scarcity of power are
rendered useless in an age of overkill. It becomes impossible

to talk of American sovereignty and autonomous decisions on

war and peace in the face of modern weaponry.

A second area of accelerated change is mass culture and

the revolution of creative elites. The fact that we have a mass

culture is not new, but there has been a revolution taking

place in our elitesthere has been a broadening base of elites

so that we have intersecting centers of creativeness drawn
from many classes instead of a single elite class. Lerner ac-
knowledges the potential weakness in mass culture but argues

that this is not necessarily destructivewe can have a cre-

tive mass culture so long as we do not abandon the idea of

elites but rather concern ourselves with the education of the

more broadly based elites.
Closely related to this is the revolution of access, which

is the opportunity of any youngster, regardless of birth, to

develop his potentialities to the fullest. This, too, is a continu-

ing revolution. Although the ideal of equal opportunity is part

of the Declaration of Independence, it has never been com-

pletely fulfilled. The present struggle for civil rights by the

Negroes represents an acceleration of the continuing drive

toward our goal.
Finally, there is a values revolution. Although we have

achieved material things for a large share of the American
people, old value systems have broken down, and we are de-

veloping a generation without a sense of selfhood, of identity.

It is a responsibility of education to help make people who

act as men of thought, think as men of action, and both think

and act as men of values. What is required is education that

does not terminate at a particular time but consists of a con-

tinuing quest for the great questions related to a sense of

identity and a concern for the whole of life.

* * *
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THE UNIVERSITY IN AN AGE OF REVOLUTIONS

Henri Bergson, the French philosopher, when asked to read a paper
at a congress of philosophers, was able only to send a message which
consisted of a single sentence. The sentence read: "Act as men of
thought; think as men of action." This double imperative still seems to
me to apply: to act reflectively, from the context of thought; but to
think in such a way that you understand the consequences of your ideas.
I might add a third category here: that we must both act and think as
men of values.

This is the viewpoint from which I approach the problems of educa-
tion and also the problems of living in our world today, and trying to
live greatly. In addition to the usual 3 R's in education, I think in terms
of the "3 Know's." First, we must know our world and the forces that
are loose in it, and also our own country and culture, its history, its
changes and its prospects, its destinies.

Second, we must know our factswhatever we set our hands to do-
ing and our minds to understanding. We must know our fact not in a
slovenly way, but with precision, and grasp it with imagination and with
passion. As one of my heroes, Mr. Justice Holmes, put it when he ad-
dressed a class of law students, "Your business as thinkers is to see
the relationship between your particular fact and the frame of the uni-
verse."

Third, we must know ourselves, and learn to make that most dan-
gerous journey of allthe journey into the interior of our own selves,
to confront what we find, to face it, andfacing itto transform it.

I don't know what the historian of the future will call this era of
ours. He may call it the era of accelerated change, since nearly every-
thing around us is changing with an unprecedented rapidity. Perhaps he
will call it the age of revolutions that shake foundations. For it is not
only the face of change that counts, but also the character of the change.
The very foundations of our being and of our belief are being shaken.
The foundations of the world power structure, of the system of nation
states, of the weaponry of war, of diplomacy, of peace-making, of ideol-
ogies, are being shaken. Wouldn't it be curious if at such a time our
thought and action and belief about education were not similarly shaken?
In the context of your university and some of its fresh ideas, I am happy
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for the chance to think through with you some of the things that are hap-

pening in the realm of higher education.

The Oakland idea that education is a continuing process that doesn't

end with the four yeLrs of college, needs to be approached within the

context of the larger world. There are continuing revolutions going on

in our world and in our American civilization. There are continuing cri-

ses that our decision-makers face, and continuing identity crises that

have to be faced in our personal disciplines by each one of us. Since all

of those are continuing, my first and most obvious proposition is that

our educational revolution had better be continuous also. It seems so ob-

vious that one feels almost ashamed to say it. Yet, as Mr. Justice Holmes

used to say, it is dangerous to ignore the obvious, for there often lies the

deepest truth. Let me repeat that I find in the global situation and in our

own American civilization a series of continuing revolutions and of con-

tinuing crises which stretch into the indefinite future. In our own per-

sonal histories we face a series of continuing identity crises, not just in

adolescence or young manhood or womanhood, but in the rest of our lives.

I want to deal with a few of these continuities at greater length. But
first let me comment on the concept of a continuing revolution. Many peo-

ple are afraid of the term revolution, but we must not forget the age of

Thomas Jefferson, a period in which a remarkable elite from Virginia,

Massachusetts, and other states laid the foundation of our nation and of

our thinking. They did it within the climate of opinion in which a revolu-

tionary affirmation was the first affirmation. The whole history of
America may be seen in terms of the extent to which we continued along

the lines of that affirmation or retreated from it. I regard the revolu-
tionary tradition in America as the truly authentic revolutionary tradi-
tion of the world. I do not regard the Communist revolutions as similar-

ly authentic. Ours have been revolutions of consent, not just revolutions

of a small elite group impos ;d on the rest of the people, but revolutions

in which the people and the elite groups have acted out a dialogue, and

out of that interaction American history has been fashioned.

Technology and the Revolution of Pooled Sovereignty

Let me suggest a few of the contemporary revolutions to which edu-

cation will have to make a response. One is the revolution in technology,

of which the weapons revolution is one phase. In my recent book, The
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Age of Overkill, I tried to deal with the weaponry revolution and its im-
plications. I used the term which I took from the Pentagon people, "the
overkill factor," the number of times over that any given weapon can
destroy its target. Of course we all know that with the weapons at our
command we can overdestroy the Russian or Chinese target many times,
and that their weapons and ours can overdestroy humanity as a target.
We know about overkill, but many of us have not tried to understand the
implications of this knowledge.

One of the implications has been to shake the foundations of our po-
litical thinking about the world of nation states. It has shaken the con-
cept of power, for power is no longer what it was for centuries. In the
time of Machiavelli, the underlying assumption was that of a scarcity of
power. As chief of state you could never have enough power, you had to
pile power on power, until you finally came to the showdown of war. ll
you didn't have enough power, you joined with other chiefs of state in an
alliance system. The great fact in politics was the scarcity of power,
very much as in economics the great fact was the scarcity of wealth.
Just as there has been a classical economics, so there has been a clas-
sical politics. Yet today we have so much power that we don't dare use
it. The Russians don't dare use it, as witness the Cuban missile con-
frontation of October 1962nor do we dare use it. Which means, of
course, that power is no longer scarce; it has become surplus. The
great fact about power today is that between nation states of the first
order, between the Great Powers, power has become surplus power.

The problem is how not to use the extra power we have. We can't
stop making the weapons until we achieve a meeting of minds with the
other camp, but we can't use the weapons either. We have to devise
ways to stop making weapons on both sides, and ways of not using those
that have been made. Here we are posed a p -oblem that can concern all
of us for the rest of our lives. It also wipes away the concept of national
sovereignty as an absolute autonomous concept. How can any one of us
talk of American national sovereignty and decision-making on war and
peace as an absolute autonomous thing, when a wrong decision may
mean that all of us end up as a mound of radiated ashes or as a totali-
tarian ant colony? Such problems will not be resolved easily, but they
furnish the goal toward which much of our educational thinking and ac-
tion must be directed.
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We as a nation cannot make these decisions alone, nor can any oth-

er nation. I remember a conversation with Wendell Wilkie just before

he died, and after the explosion at Alamogordo. "Sovereignty," he said

"is not something to be hoarded; it is something to be spent." This is

true of everything important in life. It is true of love between parents

and children, between husband and wife, of affection between intimate

friends. Whoever tries to hoard love and affection, and doles it out in

terms of quid pro quo, ends up loveless and unloved. But he who spends

it generously finds in the end that he has more left than he started with.

This truth pertains to sovereignty as well. li we say, "Let's get the

United States out of the United Nations and the United Nations out of the

United States," if we say "What have we to do with foreign aid?," or

"What have we got to do with the French, or British, or the Common Mar-

ket?," if we in the world today try to think in terms of decisions made

by one nation, we will find that there won't be much sovereignty left.

Winston Churchill, in spite of his intense nationalism, offered the

French not an alliance but a fusion of the two nations. He was the first

in Europe after the war to speak of the United States of Europe, and he

was one of the first to speak of the Atlantic community between western

Europe and America. He understood, both in war and in peace, that we

were scrambled together as sovereignties. The fact about sovereignty

in our world is scrambled sovereignty, not absolute autonomous sover-

eignty. I prefer calling it pooled sovereignty. One of the things we Amer-

icans shall have to understand as we continue our education, in college

and out, is that we shall have to learn the arts of pooling our sovereignty

with the sovereignties of other nations, spending enough of it, commit-

ting ourselves to decisions by a group of nations together, as the nations

in the European Common Market have done. We shall have to discover

the arts of pooled sovereignty, the arts of viability, so that ultimately

we may be able to develop a world collective will, some kind of world

policing force, and a way to survive as a people.

Note that I have talked of some of the kinds of change taking place

today in terms of some of the consequences flowing from the weapons

segment of one revolutionthe revolution af technology. If the conse-

quences of one segment of one revolution are so far-reaching, one gets

a perspective of the consequences of other revolutions. I often have stu-

dents say to me, "What does this mean for the future? Are you an opti-
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mist or a pessimist about whether we are going to be viable?" The only

answer I can give to them is, "What do you think this is, Wall Street?

Do you think it's a question as to whether I am bullish or bearish about

the market?" It is not in our stars but in oarselves that we fashion our

future. I am neither an optimist nor a pessimist. I am a possiblist. I be-

lieve that certain things are possible. In this revolutionary context one

of the targets of the educational process has to be to learn the arts of

possibility, to stretch the possible to the utmost. And to do it always

with an understanding of how tough-fibered is the nature of reality.

Never in world history has the visage of potential destructiveness

in the world been as ugly as it now is. This is neither a graceful nor

gracious world that we live in. Yet we have not recognized the reality

principle operative in it. William James used to say the important dis-

tinction between people is not between Liberals and Conservatives, Re-

publicans and Democrats, rich or poor, white or colored, Jew or Chris-

tian, Protestant or Catholic. The question is whether a person is tough-

minded or tender-minded. The tough-minded person is one who recog-

nizes the reality. The tender-minded person is the person who turns his

eyes away. He sees not the reality but the picture of it inside of his own

head, in order to console himself. This unreal picturing of reality is a

little like the Greek myth of the Gorgon-head, a coil of wild serpents so

terrible to behold that when you looked at it you turned into stone. The

world around us is a Gorgon-head. Many of us recoil from it, lest we

turn into stone. But we must confront it.

Mass Culture and the Revolutions of Creative Elites

Let me turn to our own civilization. In writing my book on Ameri-

can civilization, which took a decade or so, I found that toward the end

of it many of the things I had written in the beginning of that period were

no longer true. The America about which I was writing during that de-

cade was changing under my fingers. If I were writing that book afresh

now, it would have a rather different emphasis, mainly because the revo-

lutionary changes have been in different areas and different directions.

There has been a revolution taking place in our elites. There has

been a broadening o: the base of the elites: they are no longer drawn

from what Fisher Ames used to call long ago "the wise, the rich and

the good." They are drawn from many classes now. Many youngsters
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who are storming the gates of the colleges today come from income

strata that have not been part of the elite groups in the past. We have

a mass culture; we are a mass culture. If we were only a mass culture,

the future would be pretty dark. If we were only a mass culture, a good

deal of what goes into the educational process would be pretty irrelevant.

We are also a creative culture. We are a set of intersecting clusters or

circles of creativeness in a set of intersecting areas. We have the prob-

lem of doing something about the arts, about medicine and law and the

other professions, about government on every level from the most local

to the top level, about music, about the plastic arts, about architecture,

about literature, about agriculture, about business, about trade unions.

In each of these intersecting areas, the problem is how far we can push

man's understanding of what faces him and his mastery of what needs

to be done. Such work can only be done by relatively small numbers of

people in each area. What I mean by the new elites, then, axe relatively

small numbers of people who are not chosen by God, or by their religious

or ethnic membership, or by the wealth of their parents, but earn mem-

bership in these overlapping concentric clusters by what they are as per-

sons and what they do in an achieving society.

Here I go back to Thomas Jefferson. In a famous letter to John Ad-

ams he said that no democracy like the American could survive unless

it could develop "an aristocracy of virtue and talent." Jefferson, who

hated the aristocracy of wealth and privilege and birth, still recognized

that we would have to develop the aristocracies of virtue and talent
what I should myself call our creative minorities of character and abil-

ity. Carlyle used to say that the only really important question between

man and man is the question, "Is there a fire burning in your belly?" If

there is anything that we have learned in our American experience since

1945, it is that our survival as a people will depend on whether we can

locate those creative minorities, and whetherhaving located themwe

can recognize the little flickering flame in them and fan it into real fire.

I want to make explicit how I conceive of these creative minorities.

To me there are two categories. One I call the commanding elites, the

other the intellectual or creative elites. One has to do with power, the

other has to do with words, ideas, symbols. Ultimately both of them deal

with symbols. They don't exclude each other. John F. Kennedy, for ex-

ample, belonged to both. With a grandfather in politics and a father in

-
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both politics and business, he came out of a tradition of power; but at

the same time he had made himself into a member of the intellectual

elite: and so he stood with one foot in each of these elites. One reason

why he wab effective was that by understanding each of these elites, he

was able to bring them together.

One of the imperatives for the democratic future of our country is

that these elites should not hate and despise each other. If they do, we

shall get a species of estrangement between the groups upon whom the

future depends. There is an interesting essay by George Orwell in a vol-

ume called England Your Englandthe title essayin which he address-

es himself to the young intellectual generation of the 1920's and the ear-

ly 1930's. He says in effect: "It was you who brought on Hitler's chal-

lenge because it was you who despised and ridiculed the members of the

governing groups, and it was you who made pacifism so fashionable. It

was you who broke the sense of commitment that young people might

have had to their society and their culture. Thus it was you who created

the vacuum into which Hitler's attack moved."

There is a degree of truth in Orwell's words, and we shall have to

learn not only the importance of the elites but the importance of their

hospitality to each other. I do not mean that they must not be critical of

each other and must not struggle with each other in a healthy rivalry.

But I do mean that they must not read each other out of the contest.

In the development of creative minorities, I must emphasize the im-

portance of not breaking the roots that tie us to the soil from which the

creative elites come. We are, I have said, a mass culture, and many if

not most of those who will be taking their place in the commanding and

creative elites of the future will be coming from the mass of people.

They may come from lower income families where none have gone to

college before them, from families without books, families where the

life of the mind does not have recognition. As these new elites strive to

move up and away from their past, there is a temptation to tear up the

roots lodged in the soil of the people from which they come. This is a

temptation that must be resisted. A recent British book on the "meri-

taucracy" points out the extent to which a set of elites, based purely upon

merit, may not only over-emphasize the purely intellectual, but lead to

an uprooting and disintegration of the ethos of the creative groups. Eu-

gene Debs used to say, "I hope that when I rise it will be with my people,
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not from them." There is a strength in these roots, which is important
in the development of the individual, and important also in what he can
contribute to his country and his culture.

There can be no authentic creativeness in the culture unless elites
arise who can train themselves for the complex technical and intellec-
tual tasks ahead. Sometimes people call me "elitist" because I talk in
these terms. In my first book, It Is Later Than You Think, A Need for
A Militant Democracy, I had a chapter on the need for great leadership.
I said that our democracy would not survive unless it could develop
really great and militant leadership. Some of the reviewers said, in ef-
fect: "Leadership is the Fuhrer-Prinzip. The leadership princip1^ comes
out of the Nazi idea. You're talking Facism." My answer then and now is
that if we abandon the idea of the elites to the non-democratic societies,
we're through. Our task is to learn the conditions under which these
elites can fulfill the potentials of democracy and not destroy them.

While I recognize the existence of the mass culture, my bias toward
a creative America rather than a mass culture America, is obvious. I
suppose I have written in more affirmative terms about our mass cul-
ture than most of my colleagues. Yet I also recognize what is crucially
weak and destructive about some of its elements. It is not only the prM-
ciple of trying to make the largest amount of money instead of thinking
in terms of a democratic aesthetic. It goes beyond that. It has to do with
the principle of mechanism, which is at the heart of a good deal of our
mass culture.

One may illustrate it best by distinguishing between the movies and
television. In the case of the movies one sells a product to an audience,
and the audience learns to discriminate between products. In television
one sells the audience to the sponsor, and the larger the audience the
more the sponsor gets. The Nielson ratings throw the television network
executives into a panic when they change by one fourth to one half of a
point. One tries to sell as large an audience as he can, on the principle
that each head counts for one, no matter what is inside of it. This is a
quantitive principle of naked mechanism. Immanuel Kant used to say,
"Be a subject, not an object. Treat others as subjects, not as objects."
In the principle of mechanism, in which human beings are considered
replaceable parts for each other, a person is not a subject; he is an ob-
ject. Certainly a purpose of continuing education is to develop a sense
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of oneself as a subject, and of others as subjects, and to project one's

life, as it stretches ahead, in terms of the fulfillment of one's unique

potentials. In terms of the society, a purpose of continuing education is

to develop to the full the image of a society of many diverse individuals,

a richly diverse society in which each individual is a subject.

There is another aspect of mechanism that troubles me. I described

it in America as a Civilization as the problem of the neutral technicians.

More and more of us are becoming technicians of one kind or another.

With the automation revolution, we are becoming a nation of people who

run machines, or who are involved with processes and services. If we

become a nation of technicians, the most troublesome questions about a

technician had better be faced. The technician is terribly good about do-

ing a job. He needs to say, "Tell me the job that you want me to do and

I'll do it. rm neutral about the what it's for." Such a stance means wash-

ing one's hands of the ethical implications of the job to be done. The ma-

chine does not carry its own ethos with it; the machine has no ethos as

such. The ethos has to come from us, from human beings. I call myself

a radical humanist: I believe the human being is the indispensable ele-

ment in every equation; I am a radical in the sense that I think the hu-

man being is at the root of every problem. I test every measure, every
set of ideas, by what it does for the human being. Since the machine does

not carry its ethos with it, the ethos has to come from the human being.

The technician will have to answer the question of the cui bono the "what

for?", the "to what good?", the "what will come out of this?" We cannot

do much basic thinking about education unless we keep coming back al-

ways to the question of ethos in the educational process.

Access: A Continuing American Revolution
,

The next revolution I want to talk about has to do with access. Let

me first explain the term. Not too long ago I visited Warsaw, where I

had an interesting time with a number of artists, editors, professors.
One evening a group was brought together for me, and the chairman got

up and said, "Mr. Lerner, we know you have written a big book on Amer-

ica as a Civilization. Could you tell us in a single word what is the es-

sence of American civilization?" I thought hard and fast: what is Amer-

ica? Is it freedom, is it equality, is it democracy, is it tolerance, is it
decency, is it dynamism? Suddenly I heard myself say "access." You
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see, we have a Declaration of Independence which says that all men are
born free and equal. I hope we are born free and will remain free. But
we are not born equal. We are born with unequal abilities and unequal
potentials. They have nothing to do with income, religion, race, or col-
or, but they have to do with the individual. Every army commander
knows it, every employer, every teacher, every parent knows it. But we
also have the idea that there ought to be equal access to equal life
chances, so that every one of our unequally born youngsters can develop
his unequal abilities to the full.

It is in these terms that access is the heart of the American expe-
. rience. I consider the whole Civil Rights strugglethe effort to get

equal access to equal life chancesas one phase of the access revolu-
tion in the United States. No one of us has to make up his mind about
whether he likes the groups who are trying to get equal access, or what
he may think about their traits. The access revolution has nothing to do
with groups as a category. It has to do with the individual and with what
his potentials are.

I was born in Russia and was brought here by my parents, with a
little brood of brothers and sisters, back in 1907, when I was four years
old. Our family was part of a vast wave of immigration that was sweep-
ing into America from all parts of the world. That decade marked the
crest of the wave. From every corner of the world these immigrant fam-
ilies came, each carrying its own particular freightage of memories and
tragedies, traditions, values. Why did my parents come here? They
didn't come here to get rich, although there was a legend at that time
among the immigrants that the paving stones of America were made of
gold. They came so that their children would have an equal chance at
life's chances. May I say that I've had it, and my children are having it.
I won't be content until every other American youngster has had that
chance.

To me, keeping open the opportunities for equal chances is part of
the task of continuing education. What counts in education is not just
what content goes into it, or how many classes, or how many years.
What counts also is what John Dewey used to call equality of concern
the equality of concern for all young people, no matter what the acci-
dents of their birth. I think we are beginning to carry that concern out.
I don't often get angry, but I do get angry when I find doors of opportu-
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nity open to some youngsters and slammed shut in the faces of others.
I get angry when I find scars on the hearts of some that others can es-

cape, when I find obstacles on the paths of some that don't exist for oth-

ers.

Sometimes people say to me that these things may be tragic, but

that is how things are. The only answer I can give is that we must not
demean the concept of tragedy. Every one of us will have to face tragedy.

The difference between people is that tragedy destroys some while it
deepens others. No person and no nation can escape it. Tragedy is part
of the very constitution of the Universe. But there is another concept,

that of pathos, which is different from tragedy. The pathetic is man-
made, and because it is man-made it can be man-resolved. Poverty is
not tragic, it is pathetic. Slums are not tragic, they are pathetic. Segre-
gation is not tragic, it is pathetic. Alcoholism, drug addiction, the vio-
lence that is sweeping our country, these are not tragic: they are pa-
thetic. War itself is not tragic, it is pathetic. Being man-made, the pa-

thetic can be man-resolved.

If I understand what President Lyndon Johnson is talking about

when he talks of the Great Society, it is the national effort, by an act of

collective will and intelligence, to remove the element of the pathetic

from our society. There will still be the tragic. And there will still be

the task of developing greatness in men and nations. Although I speak

of revolutionary change, and although I think of myself as part of the
whole American revolutionary tradition, I am also aware that what ul I-

mately counts is greatness. Greatness in a nation and in its people goes
beyond particular welfare measures and particular attitudes about

change, all of which are necessary in order to clear the ground for
greatness. But greatness itself is something else.

I believe there are potentials for greatnessmoments of possible
greatnessin every human being, in every group, in every community,

that there is heroism in every people. I happen to believe also that what

counts is what a people do with the human material as well as with nat-
ural resources and the economic wealth and the power of their civiliza-
tion; that the human material can give meaning to the whole civilization

process. Part of the task of the educational process is to help the indi-

vidual and the nation toward whatever moments and potentials of great-

ness in life there may be. What education is about is not just a vocation
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and its skills, not just a job, not just making a living. What education is

about is making a life and a personality, fashioning a character, explor-

ing the depths of the tragic and the heights of joys. What education is

about is the chance to build a Great Society, of which welfarism is only

the first step, but certainly by no means the last.

Values: The Need To Educate the Whole Personality

I come now to the values revolution. While we have done well on

technology, on national income, and on total national product, while we

have taken great leaps in national power, we have not taken a leap in the

basic quality of our society. I am talking now of the violence pervasive

throughout America todaythe violence in the angry classroom, in the

subways, in the urban streets, in the suburbs.

I am deeply concerned about the fact that the old structure of the

family has broken downthe family which used to be a producing as well

as a consuming unit, where a son could grow up seeing his father at work,

taking pride in him, identifying with him. Production has been cut away

from the family. The principle of authority in the family has diminished.

Not only has the father become an absentee father, who comes home at

the end of the day or for the weekend, but the authority principle of the

father has diminished. I am talking now of the crumbling emotional struc-

ture of the family. I am talking of children growing up in loveless fam-

ilies, where there is little chance to form images of the possibility of

love or of an affectional life. How do we expect our children to get a

sense of selfhood, of identity, if they have not first had the necessary
identification with the image of a manly man, a womanly woman, a life

with meaning?

This is the darker phase of the moon, of course. But I am under-

scoring it for perspective. Educationally, we find ourselves today in a

situation where we seem to have everything. We have students. They are

crowding into the colleges and the universities as never before. They

are coming from the strata of society that college students never came
from before. We have graduate schools, which are turning out our teach-

ers. We have campuses; we have college buildings going up. We have

good teachers, and good teaching machines, and audio-visual aids. We

have enormous, enormous richness in all these things. At the same time

we also find that the quality of life which these young people live and are
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likely to live in is not superior, and may in many ways not be as good as

before. Our figures on mental health are shattering to anyone who takes

time to contemplate their meaning. In this kind of educational situation,

what is the crux of the matter? The crux of the matter is: What is the

ethos that will inform the educational process?

One answer has to do with the ethos that the teachers bring to the

tasks of teaching and learning. What the teacher teaches is himself. As

someone said, education is what remains in the mind after everything

that you have been taught has been forgotten. As I look back at my own

learning process what still stays in my mind is a couple of teachers

how they looked, how they stood, how they walked, their "grace under

pressure," in Hemingway's description of couragea certain stance to-

ward life, a gallantry. What stayed with me was the fact that they were

not made of sawdust stuffing, that they stood up in crises, that they spoke

out, that they linked themselves with meaningful things in life, that they

were absorbed with what they were doing. Students learn from a kind of

incandescence which such teachers have.

At my own university, at Brandeis, the most effective course we

have had has been one where, for over a period of 8 to 10 years, we

brought a succession of men and women to the campus, one every two

weeks, not to talk about issues or problems but about themselvestheir

lives and careers, about the decisions they had to make, their failures,

their despairs. We never had any problems about motivation with the

students in this coursehundreds of them flocked to get into these meet-

ings because they identified themselves with living human beings who

had made their mark. It was not the success that prompted the students

to identify themselves with these people, but the working image of some-

one who had given himself to something and had therefore found some-

thing. I am suggesting that the process of education had better not ex-

clude this kind of incandescent image between teacher and student, and

between the student and people out in some field, whatever it might be,

in which the student might later be working.

What really will count in your education and in life has to do with

the whole personality, with every aspect of your selfhood. This total per-

sonality doesn't stop at any point. It goes on, after the college years; it

goes on when you have got your job, when you have courted and won your

girl, when you have had your children, and when you have had all of the
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headaches that come with the girl and the children, all the heartbreak
that comes when the job ceases to have much meaning and becomes a
form of dust and ashes. It goes on when you look at yourself in the mir-
ror sometime in middle age and feel like slitting your throat. These are
the points at which education is tested.

Education: A Continuing Search for Values

I am happy to be talking with you at a university which I venture to
call an open-ended university. At Oakland it is not necessary to argue
that there is a connection between these revolutions and continuing edu-
cation. Oakland considers education to be open-ended: it doesn't termi-
nate at the end of a particular period of time. It goes on, and one of the
obligations of the university is to go on trying to organize the continua-
tion.

There is a story about Gertrude Stein, the talented, somewhat ec-
centric American writer. She lived most of her life in Paris. On her
death bed, she turned to her friend Alice Toklas, and she said, "Alice,
what's the answer?" Alice looked at her sadly, and she said, "Gertrude,
we don't know." Then with her dying breath Gertrude said, "Well then,
Alice, what's the question?" Education concerns itself not with the an-
swers but with questions. The test of a society is whether great ques-
tions are asked in it.

Lenin used to say that in a Communist society the question is kto
kvoWho Whom? Who rules whom, who pursues whom, who sends whom
to Siberia, who survives whom. It's a question of the political jungle.
What is the question in our society? I mean not the questions we teach
and preach overtly, but the covert questions that we live. It has been
suggested that the questions are "Who gets what? What's in it for me?"

There is a street in New York called the Avenue of the Americas.
There are still some stores left there which sell signs inscribed with
rather quaint mottoes. I remember going past one of these stores, and
one of these signs caught my attention because it posed a rather curious
question: "If you're so smart, why aren't you rich?" I stood there study-
ing it for a long time. I couldn't answer it and I walked away in disgust,
but after a few blocks I came back. I was like a chicken fascinated by a
snake. I had to answer that one. I thought and thought and finally with a
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sigh of relief I walked away. The answer was that it was the wrong ques-

tion. We ask too many wrong questions in our educational process and

in our society. "Are you a success?" "Have you got power?" "Have you

got security?" "Have you got status?" "Are you having fun?" And I sug-

gest that these are the wrong questions. There are some right questions.

"Do you care about your workyour work, not your job?" That is the

meaningful question. Are you capable for your work? Have you got the

commitment for it? Are you capable of genuine play, not fun, but play,

something that exercises all of the faculties of body and mind and spirit.

Can you face tragedy? Can you face failure? Can you make the journey

into the interiDr? Can you face what you'll find there? Can you take risks?

Are you capable of involvements? Have you got a sense of the human con-

nection so that what happens to others happens also to you? Do you have

a feeling for the whole sensuous universe, of the carpet of the earth and

the tent of the sky and the whole world of sight and sound and color?

These are some of the questions that can be asked in our society, and

only a great educational process will be able to really propose them, and

only a great society will be able to organize them. If we can ask some of

these questions, then I think perhaps our young people will become con-

vinced that they can stretch out their hands to claim the future. If we

don't, then perhaps what Adlai Stevenson said will prove true: "There

will be other and bloodier hands than ours to stretch out to that future

to claim it."
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THE UNIVERSITY IN AN AGE OF ANXIETY

by

Rollo May

Rollo May argues that in our increasingly mechanized
world the technical gains are so great we face the danger of
being engulfed by the very tools we have created. This en-
gulfment is reflected in our mass communications, in our in-
tellectual concern for the manipulation of people and nature,
and in education with its emphasis on the mastery of exter-
nal facts. Psychologically, it is expressed as a struggle to
preserve our identity as persons, to resist validation of the
self in terms of productivity or other external criteria. Our
very survival hinges on the ability of the human conscience
to transcend its tools, to recognize that we must shift our
concern from power over men, over nature to power with
men, with nature.

A central problem beneath these issues is anxiety. Peo-
ple surrender their identity because they are afraid of free-
dom and of the anxiety that goes with freedom. Rollo May
distinguishes between normal anxiety, which stimulates cre-
ative activity, and neurotic anxiety, which is destructive in
that it renders the individual incapable of action. To the ex-
tent that normal anxiety is allayed by the machine or by tran-
quilizers, we develop apathy, lose zest and our sense of val-
ues. Neurotic anxiety is the long term result of unfaced nor-
mal anxiety. Thus, the answer must not be the tranquilizing
mood but an attempt to shift anxiety to a constructive form
or in other words to identify what we are afraid of and there-
fore to know how to deal with the threat. Ultimately May be-
lieves a person can withstand anxiety to the extent that his
values are stronger than the threat. The emphasis must be
placed not on a set of substantive values, but on value as a
verbit is the act of valuing which is the route to the salva-
tion of humanity.

Theoretically education should be concerned with the ex-
pansion of the mind and thus the preservation uf one's iden-
tity. Actually the opposite is more likely in what passes for
education today. Communication is separated from the work
of art or the idea itself. Learning is lost in the acquisition
of externalized facts. The compulsion to acquire facts kills
the spirit of adventure and eliminates the "r experience of
enjoying a great idea or a great work. Potentially, continuing
education is parallel to psychotherapy in that it is an expan-
sion of the consciousness by virtue of enlarging the image of
reality possessed by the self. Continuing education should be
the context in which this search for identity can be made.
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THE UNIVERSITY IN AN AGE OF ANXIETY

I am glad to have an opportunity to discuss a problem that has been

very close to my own heart and my thinking for a number of years. This

is the problem of how to preserve our identity as original selves in a

world in which technology has become not only the method by which ev-

erything is done but also the God for which things are done. Our techno-

logical progress has come to the point where the existence of our indi-

vidual selves as students and as faculty members, as thinkers in our

twentieth-century world, is severely threatened. I believe that education

should be the expansion of man's mind, the expansion of his conscious-

ness; and this expansion ought to increase the experience of identity of

the self. But education in our age very often does exactly the opposite:

it undermines the experience of the self. Unfortunately, as I will indicate

later in my discussion, it seems the more one piles on the degrees, the

more one masters the external facts in education, the more one tends to

lose his experience of identity as a person.

In the last century when they strung the telegraph wire from Maine

to Texas and there was much celebration in the newspapers, Henry Tho-

reau asked a pertinent question, "Does nobody ask, do the people of
Maine have anything to say to the people of Texas?" Thoreau went on to

say that our danger is that we shall become the tools of our tools. This,

I think, is the central paradox and crisis of modern life. Our technical

gains are so great in the middle of the twentieth century that there is

the danger that we become the tool of the very tools we have fashioned.

Television is a good example of the danger. TV is certainly a boon

for mass communication and the spread of arts; but the problem is that

more and more the human beings who sit in front of the TV set become

passive recipients of a communication that by the very fact of its being

geared to 10 million listeners becomes robbed of its originality and the

essence of art that makes a program worth watching. In other words,

the inescapable effect of mass communication and the tremendous spread

of technology that is related to it leads to what Peter Drucker described

as the separation of communication from the work of art itself, and once

communication is separated from the essence of the spirit of conscious-

ness that produced the work or experience, at that point the art is under-
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mined and the significance of the ideathat is, its originality and its

imaginative qualityis automatically undermined.

I think this tendency is inherent in mass communication and other
technological developments. The machine always holds the threat of be-
coming our master. We shall become the tool of our tools unless human
consciousnessunless the human spiritis able to find and develop it-

self sufficiently to give meaning to the vast structure that is formed by
the machine. Robert Hutchins says that we may, as a race, lose the ca-
pacity to read. Newspapers are folding up in New York and, I believe,

around the rest of the country as well. Now when you read you have to
participate actively in what you are reading; you have to put yourself
into it. When you watch TV, you don't have to. The issue that underlies
this is the cultivation of passivity and of a lack of full consciousness in

the individual who participates in these passive forms of communication.

My brother, who is a physician, said yesterday evening as he and I

were talking about these problems, that in his judgment the human brain i
1

i

does not become senile neurologically, but becomes senile when the per- t
(

son has lost his zest, his values, and his commitment to life. His theory
fits what I as psychologist know about human beings. They become old in

mind and consciousness not when they've lived a certain number of years,
ibut when life no longer has challenge, or zest, or values which they can
I

commit themselves to. The human mind grows atrophied rather than old.

Another way of saying the same thing is to say that apathy sets in when
passivity becomes the mode of our mental relationship to the world. Then

our brains themselves deteriorate, and the loss of identity of ourselves
as persons goes hand in hand with the loss of capacity to use our intelli-
gence.

c

r.

,

This situation is in brief the basis for the problems I am going to

discuss. How can we preserve the experience of our own identity, how can

we meet the anxiety that comes with being an original self, how do we face
threats to our values, and how can we do these things most constructively

in our education?

Identity

I think we in the western world are at the end of an historical period,
a period that began at the Renaissance. This period was characterized by
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the capacity of man, la Bacon, to gain power over naturea feat modern

man accomplished with tremendous success with the help of the machine

and mathematics. Now this historical development has come to a critical

point, and we are in a stage in our civilization not only of social upheaval,

characterized by wars and by radical economic and political change; we

are at the point of a much deeper change, namely, what I may call an up-

heaval in the consciousness. If you will permit me to use terms here

without their religious connotation, we are in the midst of an upheaval of

the spirit of man. By spirit I mean man's capacity to commit himself to

a way of life that is of his own choosing, despite the difficulties in nature

or the sociological institutions around him. I see this issue as the issue

of whether human consciousness is more significant than the machine

that it has made. The issue is whether we can make the transition from

a world historical period in which our goal was the power over nature,

to one in which we use our power with nature.

This power over nature was transferred in psychology, physiology,

and many other fields in the nineteenth century to power over ourselves,

and we learned to manipulate ourselves the same way we manipulated

our coal cars and the external nature around us. I believe our critical

issueand I think on this will hinge the capacity to control the atom

bomb and in deeper ways the survival of western civilizationis wheth-

er human consciousness can transcend the tools that it has made. I am

not sure whether human consciousness is capable of sufficient modesty

to recognize that our power is only self-defeating unless it is power

with nature rather than against nature, with our fellowmennot against

them, with our own bodies and minds rather than a power over them.

The point I want to make is that students, and this includes students of

all ages, lose their selves, lose their identity to the extent that they are

becoming the victims of a pattern of education that permeates our whole

culture. And this loss of identity is the central cause of our twentieth

century anxiety.

Last December I was invited to give one of the addresses at the an-

nual meeting of the New England Association of Colleges and Secondary

Schools, a conference of some 1600 presidents and deans and personnel

workers of schools in the East. They assigned me the topic, "How Can

We Reduce Student Anxiety and Increase Productivity." What I said to

them was, "Gentlemen, I am very rude, but I must point out that the very

problem that causes your trouble appears in your title. There has been
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an overemphasis on productivity in education; this overemphasis is a
cause not only of anxiety but of loss of identity. It is the machine which
produces; man creates. For my part I would rather see a civilization on

our campuses with more opportunity for solitude rather than greater pro-
ductivity. I would rather see a rediscovery of meditation, a development

of attitudes that will cherish quietness and the opportunity of the student

to ponder and think rather than an emphasis on never-ending productiv-
ity. Is there not plenty of evidence that you and I and our students cannot

possibly keep up with the machine and its productivity anyway, particu-
larly with the imminent emergence of cybernation and the leisure asso-
ciated with it. We have had a lot of discussion about this problem lately,

in the Western World, and there seems no doubt whatever that we are go-

ing to have a cybernated civilization. In a relatively short time it will be
immoral to work for more than 15 hours a week. People are scared to
death of the freedom, and the emptiness, and vacuity that is involved in

that much leisure. The issue then will be not our productivity but our ca-
pacity to create meaning for what is produced. Now this is an inward is-

sue. The machine will produce much more than we can. Perhaps the ma-
chine itself will prove to us that we have no other choice but to be human.

Then we shall realizeand I trust we can help students in college to re-
alize this toothat man does something of much greater import. Man can
perceive significances, and this the machine can never do. Man can find

meaning with his imaginationagain what the machine can never do. And

man can make the plans and choose the goals for the machine.

It seems to me, therefore, that one of the main things we who are

educators can do to help our students and ourselves is to reconsider the

process and the ends of education. The result of the emphasis on power
over nature has been the validation of the self by external criteria. In ef-
fect there results an invalidation of the self, because validation by exter-

nal criteria tends to shrink the individual's consciousness, to block off

his awareness, and thus contributes not only to the loss of his identity but

to the production of considerable amounts of destructive anxiety. I pro-

pose that the aim of education should be exactly the opposite: that it
should be the expansion of the consciousness. Many times during this
symposium series you have heard the phrase "continuing education."

Everything I say indicates that there is no education that is not continu-

ing education. Whatever anyone studies while in college is going to be out-
of-date in a few years. But what I'm talking about is something even more
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importantnamely, that the relationship of learning to one's own mind

requires not an accumulation of things but rather requires a conviction

that education, if it means anything at all, is a way of life that goes on

one's whole life long. If the education is not continuing education, then

something is wrong with the education. Education should help us to de-

velop sensitivity, depth of perception, and above all the capacity to per-

ceive significant forms in what we are studying. These capacities should

continue and expand all our lives. To that extent, we shall at the sarile

time develop in ourselves the experience of identity.

Anxiety

Next, I want to discuss a concept that I have used several times,

namely anxiety. As a psychotherapist, my experience indicates that the

central problem beneath these issues that we are discussing is the prob-

lem of anxiety. People lose their identities, they surrender their identi-
ties, because they are afraid of their freedom and of the anxiety that

goes with freedom. To experienCe one's self as an :;_dentity is to be anx-

ious. As Kierkegaard puts it, "Anxiety is the dizziness of freedom." The

problem of freedom becomes a much more difficult one in our day than

in earlier times because the choice between freedom and apathy is more

radical. No man can any longer sit on the fence; he either has to become

servile or a conformist looking at his TV and becoming more or less a

robot, or he must assert a kind of freedom that will fill the leisure that

he will have.

The need to make a radical choice makes us anxious, and to avoid

anxiety we turn ourselves over to techniques. Tools are the substitute

for the facing of anxiety in our relation to ourselves. My brother took me

through the rounds of his hospital at Howell. His main purpose in going

over there was to look at some X-rays of a man who had fallen and pos-

sibly broken his back. When he and I arrived at the hospital, we didn't

see the man at all, but went directly to the X-ray room, and there my
brother with his knowledge could look at the X-rays and tell very quickly

what was wrong and what wasn't wrong. Then we went and saw the man,

and my brother reassured him that his back was not broken. I said as we

left the hospital, "It must relieve you of a lot of insecurity to have this

technical work done for you. You simply have a look at the X-rays and
know immediately where you stand." He agreed that using the X-rays
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was a whole lot easier than working without them, but he added, "I think

that there was more satisfaction in the old way of doctoring."

Now, neither my brother nor I nor anyone else would imply that

we should go back to the old ways of doctoring, or old ways of education,

or anything old. Going back is not the issue at all. The issue is that we

pay a price for the fact that the machine can absolve us of anxiety. We

pay a price in loss of our originality and of our own satisfaction to the

extent that the machineor in my field, the tranquilizersrelieves us

of the anxiety that always must go with the free human being, experienc-

ing his own consciousness and asserting his own identity. To the extent

that anxiety is allayed (I speak here of normal, constructive anxiety, not

neurotic)to the extent that this anxiety of freedom, anxiety of experi-

encing one's own identity, is allayed by machine or by tranquilizers, we

shall, I propose, develop apathy, lose zest, lose our sense of values. Val-

ues become automatically the products of what our techniques can do for

us. And when values become merely the products of techniques, there is

loss not only of meaning in one's life but greater or lesser loss of one's

consciousness as well.

Because I think that only by understanding the meaning of anxiety

and by considering how we may deal with it can we start to solve the

problems of education and modern life, let me become more scientific

and define my terms. What is anxiety? If somebody in this room were

to leap and cry "fire," you and I woul\d suddenly look up, our heart beats

would increase, our blood pressures would rise so that our muscles

could work more efficiently and our senses would be sharpened so that

we could better perceive the blaze and select a good way out. In my nor-

mal anxiety my sense is sharpened so that I can better see the corner

where the blaze is, and I can pick out more sharply the door that I want

to use to get out. But if, as I move toward that door, I see that it is

blocked and discover that there is no way out, no exit, my emotional

state becomes something quite different. My muscles become paralyzed,

my senses become blurred, and my perception becomes obscured. I can-

not orient myself; I feel as though I were in a bad dream; I experience

panic.

Now the first state I have described is normal anxiety; it is a con-

structive energizing experience. The second is neurotic, destructive an-

xiety. Destructive anxiety consists of the shrinking of the consciousness,
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the blocking off of awareness; and when it is prolonged, it gives one a
depersonalized feeling, an apathy. Anxiety is the losing of oneself and

one's relation to the objective world. The fact that the distinction be-
tween subjectivity and objectivity is blurred is the reason one is immo-
bilized. Anxiety is losing one's world; and since self and world are al-

ways corollaries, to lose one's world means losing oneself at the same

=mew.
This unconstructive state of anxiety is to a great extent the experi-

encE of our students and of ...any of the rest of us as well. I mean those
of us who no lenger go to classes but are still students of life, ourselves,

and human experience. And this unconstructive anxiety creates not only

the loss of the world outside, the blurring of the sell, but also a loss of

the sense of identity. The capacity to meet anxiety and the experience of

identity go hand in hand. The prevalence of neurotic anxiety is certainly

partly caused by all the external upheavals in our world, particularly
atomic power and possible atomic war. One has the feeling that there is

no exit in our historical situation, but there are more pervasive forces
at work.

Anxiety occurs on a deeper level t.han that of the external sociologi-

cal threat. It occurs because ul -:-.. threat to values one identifies with one's

existence as a sell. In my example of the fire, the value that was threat-
ened was the value of physical life. But this is not, in our technologically

efficient day, very often the threat. Much more frequent is the threat of

loss of social, emotional, moral values. The threat is tc. (he values that

the person identifies with himself. Students no longer have values that

serve as a basis for relating to their world. Anxiety is inescapable in an

age where values are in radical transition and is a pronounced cause of

the apathy in students. Prolonged anxiety tends to develop into feelings of
depersonalization, which is first cousin to apathy.

Now, among students, a good part of this anxiety is hooked up with

getting into college and then into graduate school. I know how much of

the pressure of a feeling that somebody is looking over one's shoulder

there is among those who want to go on to graduate school, and how deep

is the anxiety this causes and how often the inevitable pressure is that
the student gives up his originality and fits some kind of eAternal system.

Parents nag and cajole their children to get the A's that are necessary.
Subsequently, when students get into college, the first year is often a let-
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down. "Is this what for 12 years I've been knocking myself out for?" And

then when students get into graduate school after knocking themselves
out at least for the last three years of college, they develop a frank cyni-
cism by and large about education and the goals of life. Arthur Jensen,
Dean of Dartmouth, wrote me a letter in which he put the matter quite
eloquently. He said, "Each year I can see the pressure of the require-
ments to get into graduate school beginning to increase. The bright lad
who is content with B's in formal courses so that he can wallow in the li-
brary, can walk and watch the stars at night, the lad who has 'the courage
to be,' seems more and more the one whose values divert so much from
those of. his fellows that he becomes the oddball. And even faculty are
under the continuous pressure of their peers looking over their shoulders.
They must write such and such, they must write so and so, and they are
often more concerned with proving something to the professors back at
Yale or Harvard than they are in teaching the students in front of them."
Jensen's words illustrate the most regrettable form of anxiety in our
present situation.

To some extent we all have to fit the system. It is not the system it-
self that I'm arguing against, since we all have to live in an objectivated
world no matter what we think about it. But what I am arguing is that we
find and preserve the inner devotion and commitment to the values we
believe in, that despite the pressures we can still make sure we do not
betray our own consciousness.

Now the student is unfortunately validated by external signs, by
scores, and by technical scales. The shift of the validation to outside him-
self is exactly what shrinks his consciousness, is exactly what undermines
his identity and develops neurotic anxiety.

What can we say about meeting this anxiety? When I spoke to the col-
lege presidents and deans in the East, I said that the topic that they pro-
posed to me, "How to Reduce Student Anxieties," was already a destruc-
tive topic. Just as it would make little sense to give somebody a tranquil-
izer when there is a fire in the room in order that he can burn more pain-
lessly, it makes no sense not to be anxious in the world in which we are
living. If there is a fire in this room I want to be anxious; I need to be
anxious in order to exit as efficiently as possible. To reduce anxiety (I
speak of normal anxiety) is a destructive activity. Now, what is neurotic
anxiety? Neurotic anxiety is only the long-term result of unfaced normal
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anxiety. Neurotic anxiety about women is the long-term result of the an-

xiety that was not faced by a man in relation to women when he was in

his early years, when he became an adolescent. So I do not propose the

tranquilizing mood as a solution to our problem of anxiety and conscious-

ness. What we must do, rather, is to shift anxiety from a neurotic to a

constructive form, to help the student and ourselves identify what we are

genuinely afraid of, and thereby to know better what steps to take to over-

come the threat. It would be irrational in our age, as I have said, not to be

anxious. According to Kierkegaard, anxiety is our best teacher. Learning

to know anxiety is an adventure which every man has to confront if he

would not go to perdition either by not having known anxiety or by sinking

under it. Kierkegaard, therefore, concludes that he who has learned

rightly to be anxious has learned the most important thing.

Now since unconstructive anxiety takes over by virtue of the fact

that it shrinks the consciousness of the individual, expansion of the con-

sciousness is the fundamental way to meet anxiety. Kierkegaard here

also has a wise statement: "To venture causes anxiety, but not to venture

is to lose oneself."

Values

A final point that I want to make has to do with the importance of

values. I said at the outset that anxiety is the reaction to the threat to

values which one identifies with his existence as a self. I now want to add

a corollary. A person can meet anxiety to the extent that his values are

stronger than the threat. Here, I draw together the various implications I

have made in this address, that basic to the prevalence of neurotic anxi-

ety in our day, on the campuses as well as in the rest of society, is the

disintegration of values in our culture. It is the student's inner experi-

ence of value that provides him with the core around which he can know

himself as a person and gives him something to commit himself to. Back

in my colic se days at Michigan State and Oberlin we students found cer-

tain values in religion to which we could commit ourselves, economic

values in the new socialism, values in pacifism, values in politics.

Some of my generation a few years later did actually give their lives in

what they felt, and what I felt, was the last war in which there was a real

distinction between right and wrongthe Spanish War. Whether you agree

with that valuation on our part or not is irrelevantat least we had a
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value that we could believe in. We had values in the cause of enlighten-

ment in sex and religion and to some extent in art. Unfortunately, there
aren't any values nowadays except two rather vague ones that have uni-

versal reliability and embody some feelings of care and service to the
underdog as in the Peace Corps and a sense for social justice in the area

of race relations.

What can we educators do, therefore, to make the climate on our

campuses more nourishing to the growth of values? Certainly we can't
bring back the old values, but we can help our students and ourselves to
rediscover the sources of man's value choices in the accumulated wis-

dom of the past. We need, frankly, a new appreciation of the humanities.
Dean Barzun of Columbia predicts the demise of graduate work in the

humanities because he says that the humanities have become technolo-

gized along with the rest of our culture. When Dean Barzun says this we

must take it seriously, though we also must take steps to withstand this
trend. I propose that a new understanding of the critical importance of

man's capacity to value would help rediscover the humanities, not as lei-
sure time hobbies for indigent elderly ladies but as the very blood and
sinew of our value choices which can form masses of facts into a civili-
zation.

What is important in dealing with anxiety? It is not that we give the

students the substance of valuessubstance and fact can change from
year to year but that we help the student learn the act of valuing. In the
moment of anxiety, whether or not a person will be able to utilize the ex-
perience and grow from it depends upon his inner capacity to choose val-
ues at this time. Nietzsche expresses this point beautifully when he says,
"No people can live without valuing. Valuing is creating! Hear it, ye cre-
ative ones. Without evaluation the nut of existence is hollow. Hear it, ye
creative ones!"

And Nietzsche's statement points to a final suggestion, namely the
matter of commitment. Anxiety is used constructively as the person is
able to relate to the situation, to do his valuing, and then commit himself
to the course of action, to a way of life. On campuses in this country dur-
ing the decades up to the last one, I think we were committed to a policy
of non-commitment. We were committed to a questioning of everything
merely for the sake of questioning. I believe this situation has changed,

and to the extent that it has, I am exceedingly gratified. Students now
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yearn (and even if this yearning is on quite submerged levels of their
personalities, nevertheless it is profound) for some ultimate concerns,
for some attitudes, for a way of life that they can believe in and to which
they can commit themselves. I suspect that our students (and again this
is on levels below what is articulated over a glass of beer or in the usual
classroom) realize that the usually assumed goals of adaptation and sur-
vival are not enough, and that Aristotle was right when he said, "Not life,
but the good life is to be valued." Perhaps we are moving into a time (I
trust my hope is not an illusion) when teachers of all sorts will not be
apologetic for committing themselves, when, like Socrates, they will ques-
tion courageously because they believe more courageously.

Education

To what extent has education dealt with the issues we have been dis-
cussing here? Learning in our day, as I see it, becomes increasingly lost
behind the acquisition of externalized data. Our campuses suffer under
the illusion that wisdom lies in the sheer accumulation of facts, and the
student piles Ossa upon Pe lion in trying to get more and more facts for
his research. But what with the knowledge explosion these days, in which
the recording of facts geometrically increasesvideo abstracts, micro-
films, endless cross references, with research increasing geometrically
every daythe student can never catch up no matter how fast he runs.
Indeed, he generally finds himself getting farther and farther behind ev-
ery day. There develops then a very real and serious problema struggle
between the necessity to devote oneself and commit oneself to the acqui-
sition of externalized facts as over agaimt paying attention to the needs
of one's own mind and spirit. An astute social commeeator, Dwight
MacDonald, has put the problem this way in an essay he wrote called
"The Triumph of the Fact." "Our mass cultureand a good deal of our
high, or serious, culture as wellis dominated by an emphasis on data
and a corresponding lack of interest in theory, by a frank admiration of
the factual and an uneasy contempt for imagination, sensibility, and
speculation. We are obsessed with technique, hagridden by Facts, in
love with information. Our popular novelists must tell us all about the
historical and preessional backgrounds of their puppets; our press lords
make millions by gjving us this day our daily Facts; our scholarsor,
more accurately, oar research administratorserect pyramids of data
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to cover the corpse of a stillborn idea.- MacDonald's emphasis upon

facts, with a loss of the subjective meaning, is what I am calling the ex-

ternalizing of education, which tends to undermine the experience of iden-

tity in the student. What we should be talking about is education as the ex-

pansion of consciousness that ought to go on every year, ought to go on all

through lifeand must go on if we are to retain not only the functioning

brain but the reality of the human spirit.

In a mad, frantic acquiring of sheer facts, where is the adventure of

thinking, where is the joy of stretching the mind? The student's urge to

explore is lost under a compulsion to acquire. In this connection permit

me to reminisce, for I cannot forget the moments in my intellectual de-

velopment in college days, when a new idea swept into my ken, an idea

that I couldn't forget. I remember the tremendous feeling of adventure

such as a country boy feels, perhaps, on coming into a city, where sud-

denly the world stretches out in a way he never dreamed it could because

he simply didn't know what a great city is like. In those moments that I

remember, even the trees looked different on the campus; life had a dif-

ferent quality and a different form. I remember down at Oberlin I had a

class in Greek which meant a great deal to me. Until then I thought Ho-

mer was something that Babe Ruth knocked out so many of each summer,

but at Oberlin I discovered the Greek poet and found that he wrote in a

language of tremendous genius and depth. Our Greek seminar was held

in a little room in the library, and in the center of the table around which

we sat there was a Greek vase. I had never seen anything like it in my

whole life until then. I remember gazing at that Greek vase hour after

hour, and beginning to experience that there was form, there was sensi-

tivity, there was harmony, there was depth that is called beauty by the

poets and the artists whom I had never known, but whom now I could be-

gin to take into my mind and spirit.

Something of this sort happens to all of us, perhaps aot oftenthat

is too much to expectbut once in a while; and that once is worth more

to most of us than all the rest that happens during the year. Now this

precious experience must not be lost under the compulsion to acquire.

Fortunately, in the Greek seminar I remember, our professor knew hat

more important than the acquisition of learning how to conjugate Greek

1. Dwight MacDonald, Against the American Grain (New York: Ran-

dom House, 1962), p. 393.
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verbs was the fact that we sat together around Xenophon and Plato and
that Greek vase. There we absorbed some new vista of consciousness
from the language, from the vase, and from the community of spirit with
each other. We picked up a vision of life that was to be of tremendous im-
portance for us. Of course our teacher had faith that we would learn our
verbs and our languages much better because our learning was motivated
not by the desire to get a grade, but rather by the experience that here
was a new world in which his students could dare explore and participate.

I believe not only that this freedom of discovery is the center of the
mMd and human consciousness but this openness constitmes the human
spirit. If our civilization is to survive, the sense of discovery must not
be lost under the compulsion to acquire facts. Education would be much
simpler if acquisition were the important thing; then the premium is put
on the student's mastery of externalized facts, not on seeing how he is re-
lated to the facts. It takes too much time to see how one is related to the
facts. And if the facts are placed in a personal context, how is the grader
to figure out whether the student knows the facts or not? li a studeT.' puts
his own heart into what he is learning, he may be bringing subjective bias
into the facts. No wonder many students feel it is better to keep facts and
feelings separateotherwise they will meditate too much, they will stop
to muse, they will close their books in the library and walk out under the
stars, and their facts will most certainly be tainted with subjectivity.

All of us to a greater or lesser degree have a desire to learn and to
follow our original promptings, regardless of the external pressures. But
we experience anxiety and guilt when we betray these inner promptings.
A student not (nay finds himself on an assembly line, facing staggering
quantities of data that are bound sooner or later to defeat him, but, more
importantly, he tends to lose inner contact with the meaning, the inner
significance of what he is studying. The relation of the data to himself as
a person is lost. Certainly the originality and the ingenuity of the student
tend to be denied because they are not pragmatically useful. The imagi-
nation, as Dwight MacDonald puts it, tends to be bypassed. But isn't it
exactly any person's originality that makes him an individual of signifi-
cance, that gives him his experience of himself as one unique pattern of
sensibility who at one instant is experiencing a particular relationship to
other people and to the world about him? This is the way I know myself,
this is the way I experience myself as an identity. I am not denying that

I
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we humans are social creatures and that we have much in common; most

of us like the taste of steak, and most of us are thrilled by a couplet from

Yeats and the drawings on a Greek vase. These likes we share, and we

share a million other things at the same time. But what is the pearl of

great price? It is the I sharing these tastes with you, it is I experiencing

this joy in the poetry that you also may experience, it is I to whom a new

world was opened by the Greek vase. If this "I" experience is lost under

the pressure of my trying to remember what my professor said about the

dates and geography of this vase, then I shall lose my aesthetic and my

spiritual sensibility as well.

Let me illustrate this with an experience of mine in teaching last

summer at Harvard. There I played a recording of a psychotherapeutic

interview to my large undergraduate course of 200 students. These stu-

dents were quite immediately able to hear what the patient was saying,

and to tell me, now the patient is angry, now he is sad, and so on. But

when I played that same recording to my graduate seminar, which was

composed of a small group of students with professional trainingchiefly

psychiatrists and psychologiststhey were surprisingly less able to dis-

cern what the patient was feeling. The naive sophomores and juniors

could hear the communication from the patient and could perceive what

was going on. The sophisticated graduate students, who knew all the dy-

namics and mechanics of human reactions, were definitely unable to hear

the actual person. The graduate students gave back to me what they had

read in books, they gave formulations of this and that dynamic, and they

never heard the human being. Their knowledge about human behavior as

external, discrete facts got in the way of hearing and sceing the person.

The kind of knowledge they had acquired actually made their reactions

less accurate than the reactions of the sophomores and juniors. It seems

to me that if we want to talk about the truth of facts, we must be more

profound than to phrase our argument in terms of statistics. A fact may

be accurate or inaccurate, but it takes its meaning from the pattern in

which it falls. Facts by themselves are not simply true or untrue. All

one can say is that a fact is related to something. I am arguing that even

our capacity to perceive relationships, which is the basis for our capac-

ity to see the meaning of facts, is dependent upon the sensitivity and the

flexibility of our human consciousness.

Of course, for my graduate E °-,tidents, there was the competitive fac-
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tor. The undergraduates did not need my recommendation to get to the
next class. The graduate students did; and they didn't want me to fail to
give this recommendation. It is amazing what kind of dictatorial power
we professors have over these creatures! When I read arguments that
training psychologists and psychiatrists is simply brainwashing, and
getting a PhD is a matter of being able to endure brainwashing, I realize
that no matter how cynical these arguments are, there is enough truth in

them to make us professors lie awake from time to time at night. The
perpetual piling of facts on facts that my graduate students have become

adept at made them lose immediate relationship to their subject matter.

The formula and the testing machine intervene between the student
and the human beings he purportedly seeks to understand. There is great-
er and greater distance between our sensibility and our data. The PhD
thesis all too often becomes not the matermal that is the original subject
of the thesis, but rather the aspects of the material that are susceptible
to computer coding. And so, in effect, what graduate students are study-
ing is method, and the method is dictated by the machines we have to study
it with. The use of the machine to codify tremendous accumulations of data
is an inevitable development, and I'm not talking against it. But what I am
saying is that our consciousness must be sufficiently strong to give heart
and content to this technical form. We are inevitably in our day more and

more separated from our data, and we find always intervening between us
and the material we study. or between me as a psychologist and the hu-
man being I studyor you and your study or your workmore and more
formulations, more and more machines, more and more points for test-
ing. If all of us today find this distance growing, the only answer is that
the consciousness of the persons involved must be Eufficiently strong to
overcome the distance; we must still have the possibility of studying Shake-

speare, not simply his punctuation. My own consciousness must be strong
enough to hear my patient as he speaks to me rather than the million dy-
namics 1 know about the unconscious mechaMsins of human behavior. Can
we take research data and by the force of our own consciousness translate
it into what it means to a human being? I believe this is the only way sci-
ence is advanced. Science has not advanced by the accumulation of fact.
A couple of months ago I participated in a conference on the problems of
humanistic psychology. Dr. Rene DuBos, one of the participants, who is a
biologist and head of the Rockefeller Institute, said that he had gone through
all of the important discoveries made during these last several hundred
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years and not one had been made by the piling of fact upon fact. Rather

discoveries are made by the scientists' perceptions of the significance

of relationship; by the scientists' perceptions of the meaningful pattern

among facts.

It is becoming progressively harder with the tremendous diversity of

facts to find these significances, these meaningful patterns, but we must

find them. Else, not only will we become tools of our machines, but also

our very science will become undermined. These inevitably depersonaliz-

ing processes unfortunately fit what many of us have been teaching for

many years. We have been telling our students that individuals are only

reflections of social needs and forces, and it is not surprising that they

have come finally to believe what they have been told. We have beeri tell-

ing them that they are merely bundles of conditioned reflexes, that free-

dom and choice are illusions. This, too, the students at last have come

to believe. It is not surprising, then, that they should experience them-

selves as depersonalized, immobilized, and should therefore experience

anxiety. I don't for a moment mean to imply that any particular psycho-
logical or sociological theories are responsible for our historical pre-
dicament. I am sure conditioned responses work on their own level

(though I also happen to believe that the human being by his own con-

sciousness provides the context within which this conditioning has mean-

ing and without which it does not have meaning for the living, experienc-
ing human being). But these theories and forms of education are always

results as well as causesreflections of our situation.

Specifically, what are the implications for the nature of continuing

education? I have patients in New York who come to me in their thirties,
and generally they have attempted to take courses all over the city. The

question I have to raise with my patients is, "Are you going into this be-

cause it appears to be a substitute for the more difficult problems of
your own anxiety?" The answer is not less continuing education, indeed

we need more. However, continuing education has to be posited on a

sound concept of what education is. li education is an expansion of con-

sciousness, it is a parallel thing to psychotherapy. The whole issue of

psychoanalysis in the long run is the expansion of consciousness by vir-

tue of bringing out the self of which one has been unaware. Education

should be the context in terms of which this search ior identity can be
most effectively made, but it cannot be a substitute for that search.
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Those of you in continuing education could incorporate this notion in your

statement of philosophy. You might state the belief that human beings are

always in the process of development, and the fact of not being in the

process of development is already a sign of some failure in life and is

psychologically a sign of the development of neurotic problems. Continu-

ing education presents a world in which the individual is enabled to expe-

rience himself and his relationships, discover what he wants in life, what

his values are, and to determine what he chooses life to be for himself.

According to what I am saying, psychotherapy iv m intensive arm of re-

education within a larger context, which in a healthy culture was taken

care of by education and by art, religion, and values that went along with

it. I think here we have a definition in which both continuing education and

the special problems of identity Which often require some intensive psy-

chotherapy can be fitted together.

The existentialists were entirely correct in claiming that the essen-

tial question can only be postponed; it cannot be avoided. That is, I am

the man who lives my life and nobody else is going to live it kr me. I

think that this plan of continuing education you have at Oakland is unique

in that you are not adding a concept of coatinuing education to the con-

cept of an education already given. You are saying that the essence of a

man's education is a man's acceptance of the responsibility that he is

the "I" in the center of his pattern of relationships and that you as edu-

cators are prepared, or trying at least, to help him all through life in a

totality situation, that is in his job, in his relationship to society, and in

his relation to his own inner meaning, to continue to grow and to expand

in consciousness.
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THE UNIVERSITY AND INSTITUTIONAL CHANGE

by

Margaret Mead

How are undergraduates going to learn to like learning
so that they want more of it? The task Oakland University
is trying to accomplish, Margaret Mead argues in this es-
say, is to change the idea of college and university education
from the notion that it is terminal to the idea that it is a pro-
cess that goes on throughout life. What we really want is for
people to be addicted to learning, to be bored to death with
the state of knowledge one had yesterday, and to realize that
if one is not learning something new, the thing one knows be-
comes deaddry as dust. This is a daring notion, but it is
iot easy to accomplish when one must start from the firmly
established institution of higher education. Perhaps a new
college can answer the question better than an old one, but
the question still remains: how does an institution find its
way when it must start in the middle?

Ideally one would like to start with people long before
they enter college. Oakland must start in the middle with
high school students who have learned that the key reason
for going to college is to earn a degree, or with adults from
the community who in mid-life find themselves with incom-
plete educations. The university must also start in the mid-
dle in an academic climate where attitudes and experiences
are unsympathetic to the kind of continuing education being
proposed.

In spite of the problems, Mead argues that it is possible
to start in the middle. It takes a faculty prepared to start
with students who have a different kind of upbringing, and
make them addicted to learning. Soon they will be parents of
children who will be brought up differently and the process
will be started. The exciting thing about the Oakland program
is that the University is taking the responsibility to innovate
in this field and to accept a responsibility for the continuing
education of alunni, wherever they may be.

* * *

MARGARET MEAD has conducted eight major anthropo-
logical expeditions, authored eleven books, co-authored three
and edited four more. She is currently Curator of Ethm logy
at the American Museum of Natural History in New York and
Adjunct Professor of Anthropology at Columbia University
and is Visiting Professor of Anthropology for the University
of Cincinnati and the Menninger Foundation, Topeka, Kansas.
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THE UNIVERSITY AND INSTITUTIONAL CHANGE

What we are concerned with today is innovationinnovation of a par-
ticularly daring kind. There is a familiar story, told during World War II,
about the stranger who asks how to get somewhere. The person he asks
tells him briskly, "You see, you go out, you turn to the right and go down
two blucks until you get to a garage. . . . No, no, that won't do i.. You go
out, you turn to the left and you walk three blocks until you get to a church.

. . No, that's not it. You go out and you walk straight ahead. . . ." The
story goes on and on, until at last, after all his hesitations and reversals,
the person who is giving the directions says with conviction, "You can't
get there from here!"

Now, everywhere people are trying hardand Oakland, I think, is
trying harder than most inatitutionsto figure out how to get somewhere
from the wrong place. What it really comes down to is how an institution
is to find its way to some new place when it must start in the middle. Oak-
land, more imaginatively than most institutions I know about, is facing up
to the problems involved in trying to start in the middle.

How do you get a beginning if you have only a middle? How do you
create a past if you are new? How do you build a future if you are old?
These three questions, all rolled into one, are crucial ones, and the pro-
gram of continuing education provides one way of attacking the problem
as a whole. The task, as I understand it, is this: How to define what must
be done if an institution, such as Oakland, recognizes that we must change
our ideas of what college and university education aregive up the notion
that they represent a terminal state and that degrees are the end (as
though people didn't need to think any more) and recognize that education
is part of life, part of a process that goes on all the way through life.
Then, if we are to establish a new climate of opinion, a set of instthitions
and a kind of behavior that will allow people to continue learning in syste-
matic ways throughout their lives, what kinds of changes must be made in
our traditional modes of operation? And how shall we go about the task?
These are the problems with all their multitudinous facets that Oakland
is attempting to analyze.

We Must Start from Where We Are

In the first place, you who are involved in the Oakland experiment
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are taking the students you have and thinking about how these students
can learn something about how to go on learning. They must learn how
to go about a continual process of learning without antecedents. There
are no alumni for them to learn from. They are brand new and you must
take them as they are. Furthermore, nothing as yet k s been dcne about
the high schools where they learned that the only reason for going to col-
lege is to get a degree. (Of course, very soon something will have to be
done about this high-school picture of why people go to college; it is part
of the problem of developing a new state of mind in college.) Secondly,
in the same program, you are experimenting with ways of allowing very
young alumnigraduates who have just found jobs and roles in the com-
munityto go on learning without stopping. And third, you are facing the
complex problems of the drop-outs in the community, whoever they may
bethe people who were discouraged by institutions that are not as good
as this one, the high-school drop-outs, the people who received a techni-
cal education without any humanities, and the people whose education was
so humane that they know nothing at all about science and technology. You
have all the kinds of people who "left" school and moved "out" into the
world before anyone really believed that education is a continuing pro-
cessall the kinds of people who happen to live in the area for which this
institution is trying to provide some kind of systematic continuing educa-
tion. You are in fact intervening in starting in the middle ofa whole
series oi operations for any one of which one could write a very nice pro-
gram if only one could begin in the beginning.

We educators could write a beautiful program now for two-year-olds,
using everything we know, so as to bring them up to love learning all
their lives. We would not punish them and we would not reward them (for
this is even more devastating); ins;.ead, we would make the process of
learning and elscovery a self-rewarding experience. Starting with two-
or four-year-olds would not be very hard. Starting with six-year-olds
would be harder, with twelve-year-olds, harder still. Starting with eigh-
teen-year-oldswould be grim. But of course starting with the two-year-
olds really means beginning with those who will start them off. Before
children can learn the things we want to teach them, we must have the
mothers and the teachers.

Today, in our kind of society, people in positions to make changes
have really come to face the fact that one always has to start in the mid-
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dle. This is one of the great differences between the present and the past,

when innovators thoughtas they still do in some revolutionary societies
that the only way to change whatever existed was to silence or kill off

the people they had and to start afresh with some others. But in our kind

of society, innovators believe that any person can start where he is. This
belief is based on the knowledge that if one brings up children differently,

the adults will also change. For while the adults are learning to treat
children differently, they themselves are changing. In the same way,
where teachers and administrators really have the idea that students
should learn differently, the faculty will also change. People are begin-

ning to realize that the middle point is a point of leveragea point from
which to begin to alter the society that we all live in. People are begin-

ning to see that any change made at this point with sufficient vigor will

change the rest, also.

As I understand it, those who are developing this program of con-

tinuing education have in mind the creation of a network that will extend

over the United States, so constituted that each institution, each center
in each city or metropolitan area, will be ready to receive on a recipro-
cal basis the alumni of the other colleges and each, in turn, will be able

to direct its own alumni to centers elsewhere. The outcome, eventually,

will be a completely reciprocal system in which each university center
will have a sense of responsibility for all the postgraduates, all the post-
professional people in its area. The different centers will take responsi-
bility for providing what is needed for all those who were not in school

yesterday but who may be in school tomorrow, for all those who need

new skills, new educational interests or new ways of doing things, and

for all those who realize that in a rapidly changing world everyone needs

more systematic educationvery often. I do not think we shall ever be
able to say categorically how often people will need to go on with their

education. I hope we shall not reorganize the educational world so that,

in effect, it's back to school every ten years. We do not want a new static
form. Rather, we are thinking about a kind of society in which those who

need to learn and those who teach them will share the expectation that
people will want to learn new things and believe that they are able to

learn new things.

At present there are a great many unreceptive faculties in the United
States. Where they are concerned, Oakland must become a kind of goad.
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There are many institutions in metropolitan areas that would like to iso-
late themselves from the life of the city and to act as if their halls were
set in the midst of green fields. Some no longer want part-time students,
and by the simple device of insisting that every graduate student must
have the money to be in residence full time, they are keeping part-time
students out. Why, under these circumstances, students should want to
go to a graduate school in a city is anybody's guess. There are, after all,
only two good reasons for deciding to study in a city. First, the student
who has to do it that way can get work and study part time. And second,
the student, while he is studying, can be part of a living community and
related to all the activities that are going on in it.

Now here is a basic difficulty that must be faced. Is a university will-
ing to be receptive to everyone around it and to take responsibility for ev-
ery person in the wider community who wants to learn something? Or
will it draw in its skirts and specialize in producing B.A.'s, M.A.'s and
Ph.D.'s? There is the further difficulty that if every institution wishes
to boast about the number of Ph.D.'s that adorn its faculty, this in itself
will enconrage the kind of university that concentrates on producing very
large numbers of Ph.D. candidates at the fastest possible rate. The two
attitudes are reciprocal, and the issue must, I think, be considered very
seriously. Is the most important thing about an institution the number of
Ph.D.'s gathered into its faculty? One striking thing about Ph.D.'s is the
number of them who never write anything worthwhile after they have
completed their Ph.D. dissertation. In this sense, they represent the
most educationally "finished" people one can imagine.

All my lifewell, not quite all my life, but ever since I started school
and began taking examinationsI've had a very special form of the exami-
nation dream. In the dream I'm in absolute agony because I have flunked
some examinationand then I remember that I have a higher degree and
that resolves the dream. I have a Ph.D.I can't flunk freshman algebra. I
can never flunk freshman algebra, nobody can get me in a room and ex-
amine me in freshman algebra, and never mind whether I could possibly
pass it now or not, I once did. One of the very few irreversibles in our
society is the academic degree. It cannot be taken away from anyone. It
is like having a child, if you are a woman; once you've had one, no one
can ever undo that birth. There are very few irreversibles for men, but
getting a degree is one. You can betray your country, you can commit a
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murder, you can become a drug addictyou can do all sorts of things,
but nobody can take away your B.A. This is what we have been building
up to in our educational systemgetting these irreversible degrees that
no longer have to be lived up to, once one has them. From the time one
has a degree, one is set for life.

. Such a situation has to be looked at very carefully. If our aim as
teachers is to 'teach students th2.t peoplA go on learning and changing and
growing and that they can, at any point, move into the system and out
again, then we cannot simultaneously teach them that a Ph.D. should be
a requirement for everyone who wants to teach. But here we create a
conflict for those who are trying to produce a first-class institution,
since one of the signs of a first-class institution today is the number of
Ph.D.'s on the faculty. Another sign is the number of books in the li-
brary. As a result, universities and those who teach in them are trying
simultaneously to do things that are basically incompatible.

Here I should like to suggest a mark of a really lively, innovative,
mid-twentieth-century institution. How many people without a Ph.D. do
you have on your faculty, who are so good that they got on anyway? Some
of the liveliest places in this country have very good people of this kind.
Why should poets have Ph.D.'s? No one has ever proved that a higher
degree does a practicing poet any good, and "one reason that the humani-
ties are as dead as they are in some places is that they are represented
by people with Ph.D.'s who talk about creativity but who have never cre-
ated anything themselves. Those who are busy creating things may not
have time to work for degrees. Now I mention this only as one aspect of
the conflict you at Oakland will find yourselves in as you try to produce
a first-class, exciting, modern college with very high standards for un-
dergraduates, who will not expect to be "finished" someday very soon.
For the only way one can feel not finished oneself is continually to meet
other unfinished people who are moving along.

And now, what about the community? Oakland aims at creating a flex-
ible learning culture in our society that will support adults of all ages in
pursuit of their personal goals of understanding. We want a system that
simultaneously will serve the very specific needs of the young engineer
who badly wants tutoring by a hard-to-corner specialist, the curiosity of
the retired army officer who really wants to learn a little philosophy,
and the reawakened interest of the middle-aged mother who now wants
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the excitement of learning the kinds of things that are part of getting the
B.A. Oakland envisions a program that will systematically place the best
available educational resources at the disposal of the adult at every stage

of development. There is a hidden blessing in such an ideal. If systemat-
ic education is open to people at every stage in life, those who seek it out

will be, of different ages. One thing that is lacking on college campuses
today (except where there is continuing education) is the opportunity to

live with and learn about people of different ages, the opportunity to dis-

cover what has happened to them and what might happen to oneself. Even
more exciting is the aim of spreading this conception of learning to oth-

er institutions all over the country. Here, Oakland is saying to other in-
stitutions, in effect, "You must take responsibility for our alumni and we

will take responsibility for yours," and in this way alumni will cease to

be people on whom universities depend but for whom they do very little.
Instead, universities would be centers for all graduates throughout
their liveseach one a vital center for an entire community of develop-

ing adults.

How Can We Create a Desire to Learn?

This is an exciting prospect. But it brings us at this meeting back to
the problem of how undergraduates are to learn to like learning enough
so they will want to do more of it. In some ways, this is our most serious
question. It may also be a question to which a new, young college can give
a better answer than an old one, and one good reason for Oakland to make
the attempt. Years ago when some of us social scientists did a small
piece of research on food habits for the Public Health Committee of the
Cup and Container Institute, we discovered that it is easier to have new
ideas in a new place. At a time when paper cups were relatively new, we
set up a series of experiments to find out whether people were more will-
ing to drink a familiar drink or a new drink in a paper cup. Though it was
a simple piece of research, the results were interesting. For it turned
out that people are more willing to drink a new kind of beverage in a new
kind of cup than they are to drink an old one in a new cup or a new one in
an old cup. Coffee was attached to a coffee cup, tea to a teacup, and milk
to a glass. Whenever an old drink was put in a non-traditional container,
people were upset; but they were more willing to try a new kind of con-
tainer with a newly invented drink called by a new name. By analogy, you
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are doing much the same sort of thing in this institution. You are a new
college, and fewer people will object to the new ideas you produce.

But how will you get these new ideas over to students who have al-
ready had twelve or more years of education? Some of them, in fact,
have had practically no life at all outside of school. Looking at the con-
tinuing education program from one point of view, it might appear that
always keeping children in school is one way of getting them to want to
stay in school. It might seem that the children who were hustled off to
school at the age of two would be the ones who were really prepared for
lifetime devotion to education. But, on the whole, it does not work out
this way. College teachers are finding out today that most college stu-
dents with this experience feel they have had enough school. Quite a lot
of them had enough before they came to college.

Other institutions and agencies have their drop-out problems, too.
The Poverty Program talks about the children who are drop-outs from
the first day of school. On that first day they decide that they do not un-
derstand a word the teacher is saying and that she does not understand
themthat she never will understand them and that they never will un-
derstand herand they give up then and there. Nevertheless, these chil-
dren are shut up for sixteen years in what amounts to a prison where
they never learn anything. Some of them make very little headway; oth-
ers manage somehow to pull through.

Among the students who are well enough "prepared," there are a
fair number who would not go on to college if they did not have to. They
have been told, "If you don't go to college, you won't get a decent kind of
job. If you don't go to college, you won't get anywhere. College today is
what high school was once, and you know that no one got anywhere with-
out a high school education." Those who are persuaded by these argu-
ments go to college for utilitarian reasons. It is a way to get somewhere
and to get there as quickly as possible. There isn't any reason for enjoy-
ing learning or for prolonging the process. The thing is to get it over
with, like basic training in the army. It is hard to teach this group how
delightful learning can be and how lovely it will be to be learning at
thirty-five, at fifty, or at eighty. The prospect is not one for which this
group is likely to feel enthusiasm.

One of the most percipient things I have heard today was said by a
young interviewer, who exclaimed, "But education is painful, I don't know
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anyone who would go and get any more of it!" Yet, somehow, if the con-
tinuing education program is to take hold, learningand the desire for
learningmust become habitual. I use the word habitual because, I sup-
pose, addictive has connotations we would reject, even though, in a sense,
we really do want to make everyone mildly addicted to learning. One of
our aims as educators is to induce in our students a mild form of addic-
tiona state in which people get so used to something that they don't
wish to do without it. What we really want is for people to be addicted to
learning something new, to be bored with the state of the knowledge they
had yesterdaythe knowledge that is already chewed, predigested, mem-
orized for examinationsand to realize that if they are not learning
something new, the things they already know will become dead, dry as
dust, dusty and dead.

How are we to induce this kind of addiction? In a mild form. Of
course, we do not want to encourage the perpetual students who still can
be seen occasionally on American university campuses. Typically, the
perpetual student is someone with a small income, possibly from a trust
fund with a provision for paying for education as long as the recipient
continues to study on a campus. There are also a few 'AVrrio are related to
the draft in rather complicated ways. They are not our concern here.
But if an important part of the continuing education program is to dis-
cover the kind of college life that will make students value continued ed-
ucation, one major piece of research has to do with just this question:
What must a college do to ensure that students will acquire an addictive
attitude toward learning? Whatever it does must not be so extreme that
students cannot bear to leave school or that they will all want to become
college professors. We in this country need people for many other activi-
ties in our society. We want only a limited number of people to become
so attached to the academic life that they will stay within it permanently.
In fact, one of the problems we must facea problem that will become
more acute in the futureis how to get much more interchange between
the campus and the larger community. How can we develop more and bet-
ter ways of moving people in and out of government, industry, and the
academic world, as well as back and forth between activities with a na-
tional and with an international scope? We need, and we shall need even
more people who can see possibilities for combining academic life with
other kinds of activities. We need to encourage the individual who will sit
down and think, "Well, I might teach for a few years. Then it would be in-
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teresting to take an overseas assignment. And after that I'd like to get
into government and use what I've lived through and learned overseas.
And after that. . . ."

Implicit in the idea of continuing education is the expectation of do-
ing different things at different periods in one's life. Americans despise
getting into a rut, but the expectation of doing the same thing for a life-
time is consistent with the idea of terminal education. Once a person has
finished school, he is set for whatever it is he is going to do and he won't
ever need any more training because he will stay with what he has. Per-
haps a young man or woman has been admitted to the bar, has passed the
Boards, or has his or her Ph.D.and is it forever. All that is necessary
is to prevent anyone else from becoming more it than-one-Self for the rest
of one's life.

Among the very effective stimulants for students who are acquiring
new attitudes toward continuing education will be a faculty whose mem-
bers are pursuing the same educational goalcontinuing educationcol-
leges and universities will need faculty who are deeply interested in the
whole world around them and concerned with how to rouse interest in
others. They will need the teacher who views his students in terms of
what these students may become in twenty or thirty years. In looking for
teachers of this kind, the university is making a search for the kind of
imaginative, open-ended vision that was once required of the good ele-
mentary school teacher. She had to see her children going aheadsome
to high school, a few to college, and perhaps one into medicine or the
lawand this kind of vision was very exciting. This vision in the teach-
er's eyes makes it possible for the students to learn. But how can teach-
ers maintain any vision of the future when they are faced by students who
expect to stay only as long as they must and who are just bearing their
educational experienceno more than that.

Let Us Welcome the Drop-Outs

I think, in the future, colleges will have to welcome drop-outs. If I
were teaching in an undergraduate college today, I would discuss drop-
ping out as an immediate option. I would begin by saying, "Now some of
you may be interested in staying for a semester or a year. . . ." If we
adopted this viewpoint, students would not have to go through the turmoil
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they now do, refusing to turn in papers for twelve weeks or livieig through

fits of depression, before they succeed in indicating to someone that they

do not want to learn anything more now. One of the things that will give

students greater zest, that will make them mildly addicted to learning,

will be a greater sense of freedom of choice. Sometimes a friend comes

to me, very disturbed, and says, "Bill isn't going to stay in college. He

doesn't believe in it anymore. He says everything in college is totally di-

vorced from life." And I answer, "Of course, this is what lots of students

are saying. He's not unusual." The student I wonder and ask questions

about is the one who goes straight through. Then I say, "That's a very

unusual student. What happened?" I think that cultivating a student body

who are in college at any particular time because this is where they want

to be will make a difference for everyone. Most of the students now in

college would still be there, but they would be there with different atti-

tudes and with goals more relevant to their lives as whole individuals.

To come back to the beginning, the big problem for Oakland today is,

perhaps, starting in the middle. Inevitably, you who are concerned with

this new program are starting with students whose earlier experiences

with education were far from ideal. You cannot go hack and undo those

experiences. They are theretoo much school, too much dull school, too

many years of American history taught by rote, the wrong mathematics.

And yet there is no other starting point. And if between you, between the

students and the faculty, you can discover how to bring about a desirable

state of mild addiction to learning, all educators and students will be a

little farther along. Educators will be able, in time, to start with students

who have had a different upbringing. For, in the not so distant future, to-

day's students will be the parents of children who can be brought up dif-

ferently. The process, begun here, will be under way, and the new possi-

bilities will spread throughout our society. The exciting thing, here and

now, is that Oakland University is taking the responsibility for innovation

in this field and, starting where everyone is now, is proposing to take re-

sponsibility, in a sense, for all alumni in this country and in other coun-

tries of the world.
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UNDER DISCUSSION

by

James B. Whipple

Although each paper in this series has its own integrity, they are
bound together by a concern for the changing character of society. They
are bound together also by a concern for individuals and for ways people
can develop meaningful lives in an impersonal, technological society
which appears to destroy traditional values and meanings. They are
bound together by a concern for the part educationincluding continuing
educationmust play if we are to achieve a measure of self-realization
in our kind of world. One might offer the papers without further com-
ment; however, the discussion, which was part of the symposium, adds
another dimension to these deliberations, pointing up especially the po-
tential contribution of continuing education.

The discussion covered many hours, included many persons, and
ranged far and wide. And yet, it is possible to identify a single mood
running throughoutanxiety. The participants were anxious undergrad-
uates, concerned and probing for meanings for their lives in this com-
plex and changing society; and anxious faculty members, equally con-
cernel and probing to understand their roles as both scholars and teach-
ers with the attendant awesome responsibility to help improve the qual-
ity of life ar , society. But to borrow Rollo May's distinction, by and
large, the anxiety was normal, not neurotic. WU this kind of "normal"
anxiety, the general outcome was creative rather than destructive, and
the participants lookee. ':thead toward more effective education for youth
as well as adults in the future.

A surprising fact was that the papers did not provoke discussion re-
garding the changing society. All speakers emphasized the changing sit-
uation, but no one in the audience chose to question or explore their as-
sumptions. To cite one exampleMargaret Mead introduced the concept
of "starting in the middle" to effect change in established institutions.
This important notion, however, did not produce a single comment dur-
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ing the ensuing six hours of open discussion. But given the humanistic
leanings of the four authors and the purposes of the symposium, at a
second look, perhaps this is not surprising. Actually, none of the social
changes emphasized were unfamiliar; and, furthermore, they were pre-
sented in a context of pressing needs for change in our views of educa-
tion, and especially in our attiUides toward continuing education. This
emphasis provoked participants to turn directly to the implications for
themselves as individualsliving, learning, and teaching in this differ-
ent kind of world.

Listening to the discussions following these speeches, from my van-
tage point, the anxieties ext.zessed in the discussion turned in three di-
rections: toward concern for the individual, toward education as a sys-
tem, and toward the role of the teacher.

Discussion about the Indidivual

The issue of the individual in our changing society was raised most
dramatically early in the symposium series by a student who asked Max
Lerner, "What convinces you that a meaningful life is possible?" Over
the weeks, conversation ranged broadly around various aspects of the
question, frequently returning to the notion of conformitythe mainte-
nance of a delicate balance between the ability to capitalize on the advan-
tages of technological and social standardization on the one band and the
election not to conform on the other. Lerner, and later Mead, tried to
distinguish between standardization and conformity. As Lerner put it:

I may drink beer out of standardized bottles, eat food out of stand-
ardized cans, and buy shoes that have been made by the hundreds of
thousands, but the kind of thoughts that I think and the kind of per-
son that I am need not be standardized. . . . Conformism has little
to do with mechanism. One of our great fallacies is that machine
culture means conformist culture. It doesn't necessarily; in fact,
machines very often have a.11owed people for the first time in his-
tory to live unique lives and become selves, genuine selves.

A closely related problem was concerned with creativity. How can
we be creative when our institutions, including education, tend to stifle
it? How can we develop Lerner's intersecting centers of creativeness
drawn from many classes rather than a single elite? Perhaps, as Druck-
er suggested, the problem rests in understanding what we mean by cre-
ativity. He proposed a relatively simple and manageable definition"a
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matter of seeing new patterns or insights from old things."

There was considerable preoccupation with problems of work and
leisure. In the words of one panelist, we face a paradox of a work-driven
elite providing leisure for masses who are not prepared to use it profit-
ably. Lerner's suggestive resolution of the paradox was to reject conven-
tional description of leisure as non-work or work as non-leisure: "We
are now at the point where we can resolve this dichotomy that has plagued
us and can say work is an activity directed toward some purpose and is
something you do because you can't help it, whether it is done on the job
or off the job." This is in contrast to leisure or play which is aimless.

Throughout the symposium there was a recurring anxiety expressed
concerning identity. What is the pattern of an individual's relationships
to himself, to others, and to society, and what is the meaning of these re-
lationstips? How do we deal with recurring crisesat college age, those
restless years when students often get the feeling, "What are we doing
here"; at age thirty-five, which May characterized as "facing the exis-
tential fact that I'm on my own; neither CAI nor the college degree nor
my parents nor my wife nor anything else is going to take care of me; a
sudden recognition that if I fall no one is waiting to catch me"; at age
fifty-five when one must "pick up the pieces of the mistakes that were
made twenty years before." May goes on to say, "If you chose wrongly,
if you cut off the vital aspects of yourself at thirty-five, then in the early
fifties you end up in my office in despair. . . . The truncation, the with-
drawal, the apathy, the lack of zest, the giving up of genuine hope at thirty-
five is a symptom of the failure to continue to grow educationally. . . .

It's a symptom of having expected that my college would do the whole job."

The special problems faced by womenperhaps a very particular
kind of identity crisiswas another recurring concern at the symposium
Margaret Mead summed up the frustration of her sex this way:

To begin with I don't think women are playing an increasingly signifi-
cant role in society. There is a smaller proportion of women in grad-
uate schocl, today than there were in the twenties. Women are not
going into professions in any significant number. They are going into
technical, white-collar operations where they make up for the fact
that we are short of cheap, educated labor. There are only a handful
of professional women in this country today compared to what there
were twenty-five years ago; so don't kid yourself that we are in a
wonderful period of women going into the professions. . . If you
look at the report of the President's Commission on the Status of
Women, you will find that it is entirely concerned with getting wom-
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en out of the home, with almost total neglect of the fact that the way
the home is organized today you can't get women out of it without
enormous demands on her and her husband, because he's the only
help she's got. He's got to make up for grandmothers, maiden aunts,
serfs, slaves, peasants, eunuchs, and everything else we used to
have.

Discussion about Education

When it came to education, the spirit of the symposium was critical.

The nature of the deliberations, with their emphasis on change, undoubt-

edly invited responses reflecting disenchantment with the system, with

the lack of connection between education and the rest of life, and with the

present emphasis on specialization and training. By and large, criticism
traversed familiar ground. The graduate school was taken to task for its

increasingly narrow specialization and its tendency to kill excitement

and zeal in graduate students, or as Lerner put it"to look at them with

a 'cold eye,' asking, 'Where is your footnote . . . What is your refer-
ence?" Closely related were the complaints about research, often a

petty and useless exercise retracing ground that has been covered by
othersin Lerner's terms, an emphasis on "research instead of on the

intellectual process, which is one of search."

Especially during the discussion with Margaret Mead, the grade sys-

tem and all the accompanying paraphernalia for punishment and reward

were attacked for their questionable effect on the zest for learning. In a

similar vein, participants criticized the lack of intellectual community

where there was spontaneous interaction between student and teacher or

student and student.

Another cluster of questions in relation to contemporary education

aimed at the relationship between education and the outside world. To

what extPit can academic experiences on campus be relevant to the larg-

er community? To what extent do the dry-as-dust facts of the curriculum

come alive "to make sense for the I and my world"?

A final group of questions concerning education dealt with the peren-

nial debate over education or training, with Lerner trying to minimize

the propensity toward invidious comparison, arguing that the acquisition

of skills was necessary for everyone and sufficient for many. Drucker

traced the downgrading of training for people to "our failure to discover

and impart the conceptual tools needed with natural aptitudes in order to
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make their skills truly effective and gratifying." He suggested the need
for a new educational concept, the S.Q. or skill quotient. This could re-
store skill training to a much needed place of respect in our culture.

Discussion about Teachers

Anxiety about teaching was expressed around three basic concerns.
First, what are the characteristics of good teaching? Is the charismatic
teacher the best answer? Can we expect good teaching with large class-
es? Over the four sessions, a number of suggestive answers were pro-
posed. Instead of trying to get people with charisma, a difficult solution
in view of its rarity, Mead proposed we seek, as a more attainable goal,
persons with another kind of qualitya belief that what they do or teach
makes a difference. Lerner raised the issue of the fragmented nature of
the efforts of the individual faculty member, and saw the teaching prob-
lem as one of transforming an atomistic college faculty and student body
into an intellectual community where a dialogue can take place between
the faculty and student, between the experienced and the inexperienced.
One panelist reminded the symposium that the absence of intellectual
community could be explained in part by a dependency relationship in
which the student looked to the teacher for direction and answers. "Col-
lege instructors," he argued, "ought to be willing to assume a colleague
role with students so that students, regardless of age, will be encour-
aged to look at their own potentialities and abilities for making an active
contribution to the learning processencouraging them to commit them-
selves to a course of action in the educational experience." Mead also
underlined the importance of dialogue in her comments on the subject of
large classes. "It is not necessarily large classes or other mass teach-
ing devices that give us trouble," she observed. "The problem is that
students don't talk to each other."

The second basic line of inquiry on teaching was rebted to the re-
sponsibility of the teacher for the individual student. Is a teacher's re-
sponsibility simply to teach the subject matter? Lerner argued that it
was morea relationship about a whole range of problems that con-
cerned the student. A more difficult question dealt with the teacher's
responsibility for the range of students from superior to average, or
even below. Lerner's answer was to endorse Dewey's concept of equal-
ity of concern. "This is not an argument for mass education at the low-
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est common denominator," Lerner insisted. "We must search out and
encourage an elite, but we must be equally concerned that all students
achieve their maximum potential." To Dewey's concept, Lerner added
the notion that we also owe individuals a continuity of concern, extend-
ing beyond a particular course and formal schooling into post-graduate
years and continuing as long as the individual is developing.

Finally and understandably, basic questions were raised about the
ever-increasing work load. Is there no end to the demands on the teach-
er? Lerner proposed that the answer lay in the teacher's sense of mis-
sion. "li we accept a responsibility for the education of the whole indi-
vidual rather than the narrow part encompassed by a particular disci-
pline, if we believe in engaging in a genuine dialogue with students, if
we accept equality of concern and continuity of concern, no one can deny
we have increased our burden. But I think we can carry itI don't mind
carrying a load if it is meaningful."

Educational Continuity

The connection between these deliberations and the Oakland Univer-
sity plan for alumni education rests in the context in which they took
place. An underlying theme running through the entire symposium is the
need for educational continuitythe need for continuing education in the
truest sense of the word; not something we have called adult education,
i.e., activity which is tacked on top of undergraduate schooling, but a con-
tinuing process of learning, beginning in college or even before and con-
tinuing into the years yet to come.

Furthermore, there was expressed deep concern for continuing edu-
cation of a kind that goes beyond simple further training or retraining to
maintain technical or professional competenceeducation that is liberal
in substance. In these days when thousands of adults expect to "go back to
school" for professional refreshment, programs to increase a person's
technical or professional competence are offered in endless variety by
universities or other educational institutions as well as industry, profes-
sional associations, and government. At least as far as acceptance goes,
this kind of further education no longer presents a serious problem. Not
only do people expect to go back to school, but our educational institu-
tions even accept a responsibility to teach them.
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The situation is quite different, however, when it comes to continu-
ing liberal education, education for an individual's growth or for social
change. Our first problem is that we tend to be overwhelmed by the ap-
parent magnitude of the task. The mysteries of electronic brains, the
new physics or biology, the wonders of space flights and countless other
developments make us distort the importance of the so-called explosion
of knowledge. And yet, in an address before the Association of American
Colleges, January 12, 1966, Mark Kac, a mathematician, pointing out that
between 1900 and 1920 we had the discoveries of Planck, Bohr, and Ein-
stein, and between 1925 and 1940, the erection of the whole edifice of
quantum mechanics, concluded: "Compared to these, our current explo-
sion of knowledge begins to look like a pretty tame affair." He went on
to argue that the acquisition of technical skills is relatively easy, and
instead of being frightened by the immensity of knowledge, we must not
lose sight of the fact that "one can know less but understand more."

The need for continuing liberal education is demonstrated in the con-
stant preoccupation among symposium participants with questions relat-
ing to self-realization, with improving the quality of life in our changing
society. As for our attitude toward continuing liberal education, we have
overlooked a lesson taught us in the area of specialized education. We
are not dismayed today, as we once were, that an engineer's education
is out-of-date ten years after graduation. On the contrary, we make plans
to keep him up-to-date, or to prepare him for further responsibilities,
perhaps in management. Yet, when we come to education of the "whole"
man, to liberal education, we still assume that college is the capstone
that completes the education task once and for all.

Either directly or by implication, many symposium participants
raised the perennial question: How is it that the liberal arts college is
fumbling its responsibility in this area? One answer is that there is a
failure to develop positive attitudes toward the need for continuing lib-
'eral education. Just as technology changes during the lifetime, so does
society and the human condition. It is commonplace to talk of a "chang-
hig society" and we are learning more and more about the impact of new
social situations on individuals. We also understand more and more about
the stages of human development. Where once we talked about the child
and the adult, we now recognize that both childhood and adulthood have
many stages, each one with important implications for education.
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At the symposium there was much discussion of adult "crises" at
thirty-five and fifty-fiveand a recognition that the undergraduate col-
lege cannot provide complete and final preparation for these changes,
any more than the engineering school does for the changing technology.
Although we recognize many elements of the changing situation and even
their implication for continuing education, outside of the technical fields,
as a society we are not doing much about it.

Continuing alumni education at Oakland University and the underly-
ing spirit of the symposium represent significant attempts to deal with
the issue of continuing education for a changing society and for personal
growth.
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APPENDIX I

SYMPOSIUM PANELISTS

Peter Drucker - Jan. 7-8, 1965

Stanley J. Idzerda Director, Honors College
Michigan State University

Dr. Ernest McMahon Dean of Extension
Rutgers University

E. Ross Hanson Labor and Service Training Manager
Marketing Staff
Ford Motor Company
Dearborn, Michigan

George Matthews Dean, College of Arts and Sciences
Oakland University

James B. Whipple

Max Lerner - Feb. 3-4, 1965

Hamilton Stillwell

Robert Young

George Matthews

James Whipple

Rollo May - May 2-3, 1965

E. Ross Hanson

Allen Menlo

Associate Director
CSLEA
Brookline, Massachusetts

Dean, Division of Urban Extension
Wayne State University

Supervisor, Education and Training
Chevrolet Engineering Center
General Motors Corporation
Warren, Michigan

Associate Professor of Education
School of Education
University of Michigan
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George Matthews

Russell Kleis

James Whipple

Associate Professor of Adult Educa-
tion

College of Education
Michigan State University

Margaret Mead - May 17-18, 1965

Paul Malboeuf

Richard Schmuck

Russell Kleis

James Whipple

Manager, Salary Administration De-
partment

Personnel and Organization Staff
Ford Motor Company
Dearborn, Michigan

Program Associate
Center for Research on Utilization of

Scientific Knowledge
Institute of Social Research
University of Michigan
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APPENDDC II

THE OAKLAND PLAN FOR ALUMNI EDUCATION

Sponsored by the Kellogg Foundation
Established 1 February, 1963

Expanded and extended 1 February, 1966

Oakland University's Alumni Education Program stems from a con-

viction that institutions of higher learning should not only imbue their 1
i

students with an insatiable curiosity and a commitment to continue learn- 4

ing throughout life, but also provide the long-range counsel and resources

which will assist the postgraduate in fulfilling lifelong needs for education

on as effective and timely a basis as possible.

The program pursues this goal by conducting activities in five major

areas: (1) Undergraduate orientation: Early in their undergraduate years,
Oakland students are made aware of the opportunities for and necessity
of a continuing program of study for optimum achievement in their lives.

(2) University-alumni-employer liaison: Employers of Oakland Alumni

are informed of the University's educational commitment to its graduates.

Oakland, the graduate, and the employer then join in identifying the educa-

tional experiences necessary for the graduate's optimum professional
progress. (3) Counseling: Alumni receive periodic assistance in design-
ing educational programs and determining those adult needs which educa-

tional resources, formal or informal, can serve. (4) Information center:

The Alumni Education Department serves as a clearinghouse of informa-

tion on the kinds of desirable programs available to the alumnus wher-

ever he is located. Oakland itself does not expect to be the sole or even
major source of educational programs for its alumni. (5) Research: The
department gathers data on the actual learning needs of alumni. It also
promotes pedagogical research designed to improve the undergraduate's
comprehension of motivation toward continued learning.

In addition to intensifying the above activities, the recent expansicn

and extension of the Alumni Education Program will permit the develop-
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ment of a computerized information dissemination system which will

search current periodical literature and distribute to the alumnus cop-

ies of those documents which match his profile of interests. The devel-
opment of more intensive inter-institutional cooperation in providing

alumni counseling and educational services will also receive priority
attention. For further information, contact the Alumni Education Depart-

ment, Oakland University, Rochester, Michigan.
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APPENDIX M

RELATION OF ALUMNI EDUCATION TO

THE TOTAL UNIVERSITY

Recognizing that effective implementation of a philosophical concept

requires a sound organizational base, Oakland University has sought the

optimum in this respect by aligning those functions involving its commit-

ments to alumni under the same administrative unit, the Divisiou of Con-
tinuing Education. Thus in schematic sequence, Oakland's "lifelong learn-

er" is first exposed to the continuing imperatives of education as an un-

dergraduate through the offic* of Alumni Education (1) (in cooperation

with the faculties of the academic departments coordinated by the Univer-

sity Provost); he becomes related to the Division of Continuing Education

again during his career counseling and placement processes under the
Director of Placement (2); subsequently he has contact with the office of

Alumni Relations (3) through the operations traditional to that function;

he again receives the services of the Department of Alumni Education (1)

as it performs the experimental activities described elsewhere in this

document; he may engage the educational programs of the departments

of Courses (4) and Conferences (5); and he is afforded the continuing

services of the Placement Office (2) in his subsequent considerations of
professional alternatives. Combined, these activities comprise the Uni-

versity's team of professional resources committed to the lifelong needs

of its continuing learners.
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